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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

BOOTSTRAP ENHANCED N-DIMENSIONAL DEFORMATION OF SPACE WITH
ACOUSTIC RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY
Acoustic methods can often be used with limited or no sample preparations making them
ideal for rapid process analytical technologies (PATs). This dissertation focuses on the
possible use of acoustic resonance spectroscopy as a PAT in the pharmaceutical industry.
Current good manufacturing processes (cGMP) need new technologies that have the
ability to perform quality assurance testing on all products. ARS is a rapid and non
destructive method that has been used to perform qualitative studies but has a major
drawback when it comes to quantitative studies. Acoustic methods create highly non
linear correlations which usually results in high level computations and chemometrics.
Quantification studies including powder contamination levels, hydration amounts and
active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) concentrations have been used to test the
hypothesis that bootstrap enhanced n-dimensional deformation of space (BENDS) could
be used to overcome the highly non linear correlations that occur with acoustic resonance
spectroscopy (ARS) eliminating a major drawback with ARS to further promote the
device as a possible process analytical technology (PAT) in the pharmaceutical industry.
BENDS is an algorithm that has been created to calculate a reduced linear calibration
model from highly non linear relationships with ARS spectra. ARS has been shown to
correctly identify pharmaceutical tablets and with the incorporation of BENDS,
determine the hydration amount of aspirin tablets, D-galactose contamination levels of Dtagatose powders and the D-tagatose concentrations in resveratrol/D-tagatose
combinatory tablets.
KEYWORDS: acoustic resonance spectroscopy, non linear calibration, chemometrics,
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SECTION ONE – INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
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Chapter One: Acoustic Resonance Spectroscopy
According to the Oxford English Dictionary (OED), sound is defined as the vibration
transmitted through a medium of matter with frequencies that can be heard with the
human ear [1]. In spectroscopy, sound is part of the larger umbrella term, acoustics,
which encompasses sound, ultrasound and infrasound. Acoustic methods include the
generation, propagation, resonation and acquisition of mechanical waves and vibrations.
The reason for using acoustics is to use a nondestructive and rapid method that is specific
to many different physical and chemical properties. Acoustic velocity [2], ultrasonic
attenuation [3], acoustic reflection [4] and acoustic emission [5] are different types of
acoustic properties that are used in infer other analytical properties of interest.
The human ear and brain essentially form an acoustic spectrometer that deciphers
different physical properties. A trained ear can decipher the frequencies present in
complex waveforms and tell the difference between different frequencies played in
succession. Studies have even demonstrated that individuals can acoustically distinguish
the shape of different vibrating plates [6]. The different experiments performed on
blindfolded individuals included specifying shapes, dimensions and materials of different
objects that were struck by a pendulum. Another study tested blindfolded participants
listening to partially occluded sound passing through a doorway [7]. The individuals were
asked to listen to a doorway-like structure with obstructions of different apertures. They
were surveyed to determine whether they could infer the hole to be large enough for the
individual to pass through the doorway. Judgments were found to be relatively accurate,
which suggests that individuals can hear surfaces that obstruct apertures like doorways.
Acoustic resonance spectroscopy (ARS) coupled to a computer works in a similar manner
to analyze samples.
ARS Instrumentation
Most published works in acoustics have been in the ultrasonic region and their
instrumentation has dealt with propagation through a medium and not a resonance effect.
The ARS has come a long way since its conception in 1988, when researchers designed a
V shaped quartz rod instrument that utilized ultrasonic waves to obtain signatures of
micro liter volumes of different liquids [8]. The instrument now has the ability to use a
2

larger region of the acoustic spectrum, including sonic and ultrasonic [9]. Since the
conception of the ARS, it has evolved and has been used to differentiate wood species,
pharmaceutical tablets, determine burn rates and determine dissolution rates of tablets
[10-13]. In 2007, Analytical Chemistry featured the past and current work of the quartzrod ARS discussing the potential of acoustics in the analytical chemistry and engineering
fields [14].
The ARS is designed to create a fingerprint for different samples by constructive and
destructive interferences. Figure 1.1 is a schematic of the quartz rod ARS and illustrates
the path of the sound through the quartz rod. A function generator is depicted as the
source (A), though any device that is capable of outputting sound in voltage form could
be used (e.g., a CD-player, MP3 player or sound card). White noise is generated and the
voltage is converted into a sound wave by a piezoelectric transducer disc (B), which is
coupled to the quartz rod. The sound is shown as a blue sinusoidal wave (C), and
resonates along the quartz rod, where two key interactions occur. A portion of the energy
(red) is introduced into the sample and interacts in a specific manner dependent on the
sample, and another portion of the energy (blue) continues unaltered through the quartz
rod. The two energies still have the same frequency, but they will have most likely show
changes in their phase and amplitude. The two waves recombine after the sample (D) and
constructive or destructive interference occurs, depending on the phase shift and
amplitude change due to the sample. The altered combined energy (purple) is converted
to an electrical voltage by another piezoelectric disc at the end of the quartz rod (E). The
voltage is then recorded onto a computer by a sound card (F). The sample is coupled to
the quartz rod at constant pressure, which is monitored by a pressure transducer that also
acts as the sample holder. Rubber grommets are used to secure the quartz rod to a stable
stand, minimizing acoustic coupling of the rod to the surroundings. Broadband “white”
noise is used to obtain a full spectrum; however, most sound cards only operate between
20 and 22050 Hz. The waveform that is sent to the computer is a time based signal of the
interactions of white noise with the sample. A Fast Fourier transform (FFT) is performed
on the waveform to transform the time-based signal into the more useful frequency
spectrum (see figure 1.2).

3

The AR spectrometer had drawbacks which were causing low consistency with the
measurements and so three major alterations were completed. Originally piezoelectric
strips were used which have low sensitivity and were replaced with piezoelectric discs
(figure 1B and figure 1E). An amplifier was needed to obtain a valuable signal which in
turn incorporated unwanted noise. The piezoelectric discs have a higher sensitivity and
also created a louder excitation from the source. The discs increased the signal to noise
of the instrument which is discussed later in the experiments. The amplifier was no
longer needed which further reduced the noise.

Another change made to the AR

spectrometer was including a second receiving piezoelectric disc not coupled to the
quartz rod. The two receiving piezoelectric discs were wired through two channels of a
stereo input. Originally when scanning was in progress the entire lab had to be quiet
which was inevitably impossible.

The second receiving disc creates a background

reference that can be subtracted from the coupled signal. The background reference can
also pick up on background electrical noise that can fluctuate over time and alter the
readings. Electrical noise was not completely removed by subtracting the background
and therefore a third change was made to the AR spectrometer.

All three of the

piezoelectric discs were shielded using electrical tape and aluminum casings.
shielding caused the background electrical noise to remain consistently low.

4

The

Chapter One Figures

Figure 1.1: Schematic of the quartz rod AR spectrometer. A function generator is
depicted as the source (A). White noise is generated and the voltage is converted into a
sound wave by a piezoelectric disc (B) which is coupled to the quartz rod. The sound
resonates down the quartz rod which is shown as a blue sinusoidal wave (C) and two key
interactions occur. A portion of the energy (red) is introduced into the sample and
interacts in a specific manner dependent of the sample and another portion of the energy
(blue) continues unaltered through the quartz rod. The two waves recombine after the
sample (D) and constructive or destructive interference occurs depending on the phase
shift due to the sample.

The altered combined energy (purple) is converted to an

electrical voltage by another piezoelectric disc at the end of the quartz rod (E). The
voltage is then recorded onto a computer by a sound card (F).

5

Figure 1.2: Fast Fourier Transform. Illustration of the time based waveform (top) and
the frequency based spectrum (bottom). The frequency based spectrum is calculating
using a fast Fourier transform of the time based waveform.
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Chapter Two: Chemometrics
Multivariate calibration (MVC) methods are a vital part of many applications in
analytical chemistry.

Many different MVC methods are often being used in many

industrial applications to relate easily measured spectra to parameters of interest. The
food and pharmaceutical industries are two major places where a fast and reliable method
is desired for constant quality control monitoring. Current quality control methods are
often tedious, expensive and time-intensive which causes them to be performed off the
production line. For example, a pharmaceutical manufacturer is mixing compounds to
produce a drug and they need to know the purity of the product coming out before they
can continue to the next stage of production. The manufacturer must first take a certain
amount of randomly selected batches known as batch sampling, and test those with
current methods to test the purity. The company now has two choices, either wait for the
answer to come back from the lab or continue production while the testing is going on;
either way they are taking a chance and risking money. A real time monitoring system
involving optical sensors (i.e. near infrared) or acoustic sensors (i.e. acoustic resonance)
could be used with an MVC method to determine the parameter of interest.

8

Multiple Linear Regression
MLR (also known as inverse least squares) is a straightforward extension of simple
univariate linear regression and is used to generate a quantitative relationship between a
group of predictor variables and a response:
y   0  1 x1     n xn  

2.1

where y is the response, xi are predictors, βi are regression coefficients, and ε is the
residual. Note that the additional terms, such as powers (xik) or cross-terms (xixj), can be
included and the model remains linear even though the function may not be a straight
line.

For a data set of known responses and predictors, the linear model can be

expressed in matrix form according to equation 5.10:

y  Xb  ε

2.2

where y (m×1) is the column vector of responses, X (m×n) is the matrix of predictors, b
(n×1) is the unknown column vector of regression coefficients, and ε (m×1) is the column
vector of residuals. For a unique solution to exist, m must be larger than n. Equation
5.11 provides the least squares estimate of the regression coefficients ( b̂ ):



bˆ  X T X



1

2.3

XTY

where XT denotes the transpose of X, and X T X  denotes the inverse of XT X . This
1

solution is only attainable when X is of full rank. The equation is useful theoretically but
in practice has poor numerical properties and more robust methods are generally used.
For a typical spectroscopic data set we are often confronted with the situation of
having significantly more variables than samples (m<n). One solution to this dilemma is
the selection of a subset of variables to constrain n to be smaller than m. This approach is
used frequently in practice but is not without drawbacks. In spectroscopic data, for
instance, the absorbance values in a spectrum at multiple wavelengths tend to vary
together with changing constituent concentration. This effect is known as collinearity,
9

and causes instability in the mathematical solution. Another drawback is that the removal
of variables from the model discards potentially useful information.

Finally,

determination of an optimal subset of variables, especially when thousands may be
available, presents considerable difficulties. An alternative to the problem of too many
variables involves factor-based approaches for dimensionality reduction.

One such

approach is principal component analysis, a discussion of which follows.
Principal Component Regression
Both near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) and ARS both involve what is called an “ill
posed problem,” where there are more variables than observations [15]. Traditional
calibration methods like ordinary least squares regression breaks down in ill posed
problems which is why MVC techniques are used to reduce the data.

Principal

component regression (PCR) and partial least squares regression (PLS) are the two most
common MVC methods in the literature [11][16-23]. PCR and PLS are both valuable
MVC methods and are both incorporated with a linear assumption of the correlation [2425]. PCR is calculated using singular vector decomposition (SVD) which is a data
reduction technique that transforms the data for regression. Once SVD is performed, the
new variables are no longer under the ill posed problems. The number of observations is
now greater than the number of variables and least squares regression can be performed
on the data.
PCR is a regression method that is based on simple properties of linear algebra. Principal
component analysis (PCA) essentially is a factorization known as SVD [26]. Consider an
n by k matrix X and let t = min{n,k}. The SVD of X is the factorization
2.4
where U is an n by t orthogonal matrix, P is a k by t orthogonal matrix and D =
diag{d1,…,dt} is a t by t diagonal matrix with elements d1 ≥ … ≥ 0. The r ≤ t non-zero
values di are the singular values of X. The last t – r zero di may be discarded along with
the last t – r columns of U and P, giving the SVD on reduced form which is done for
PCR. The matrix P is sometimes referred to as the loadings matrix with its values being
called the loadings. The matrix T where
10

2.5
is called the scores matrix and its columns t1,…,tt are called the PC scores. The PC
scores are a reduced form of the variance in the matrix X. PCA, in effect, takes a cloud
of data points, rotates and projects it onto a space of lower dimension, selecting the
directions in the data space with maximum variability, or equivalently high information.
For example, a spectral block X contains a lot of redundant information, because the
absorbance for adjacent frequencies is highly correlated, and because features stemming
from a given analyte are spread out over a range of different frequencies. PCA can
provide a few factors (scores) that represent the different variances in the data. A
regression can then be performed on the PC scores which is the last step of PCR (see
page 34 for least squares linear regression). As with all regression methods over fitting
must always be accounted for by cross validation techniques.
Partial Least Squares Regression
A problem can occur with PCR when there is high variability in X due to some other
factor than the analytical property being studied. The PC scores that may statistically
look the best may be due to these interferences rather than the analytical property. PLS is
better suited to deal with this problem by forming variables that are relevant to y (the
analytical property of interest). Assuming the same data as described above for PCR
where X is an n by k centered data matrix and y is an n by 1 centered data vector. The
PLS algorithm starts with the initialization j = 1, X1 = X and y1 = y. The algorithm then
proceeds through the following steps to find the first g latent variables:
1. Let
2. Let

.
.

3. Let ̂

.

4. Let

.

5. Let

̂.

and

6. Stop if j = g; otherwise let j = j + 1 and return to Step 1.
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Now form the two k by g matrices W, P and the n by g matrix T with columns wj, pj and tj
respectively, and form a column vector ̂

1 with elements ̂ . Let

2.6
and
̂

̂

2.7

which are the predicted values of X and y, respectively. The matrix W is orthogonal, and
T has orthogonal columns.
In PLS, we seek the direction in the space of X, which yields the biggest covariance
between X and y. This direction is given by a unit vector w, and is such that large
variations in x-values are accompanied by large variations in the corresponding y-values.
The unit vector

1 is thus formed by standardizing the covariance matrix for X

and y. The n by 1 score vector t1 is formed as a linear combination of the columns of X
with weights w1. As explained above, the relative weights are given by the covariances
between y and each of the columns of X, and t1 may be understood as the best linear
combination of the columns of X for the purpose of predicting y. The latent vectors tj are
also called scores, similar to the terminology for PCA.
The regression coefficient ̂ is calculated by ordinary linear regression of y on t1. The k
by 1 vector p1 is the transpose of the vector of regression coefficients obtained from
simple linear regressions of the columns of X on t1. The n by k vector
represents the residuals after regressing X on t1, and correspondingly,
̂ are the residuals after regressing y on t1. Step 5 ensures that the tj-vectors
become orthogonal and thus ensures that the multiple regression of y on T can be
calculated one column at a time, as done in Step 3. After the first run through Steps 1-5,
the procedure is repeated using the residuals X2 and y2. The algorithm then finds the best
linear combination of the columns of X2 for the purpose of predicting y2, thus picking up
any further structure in the connection between X and y not accounted for by t1. This is
repeated on and on, such that each run of the algorithm in principle reveals more and

12

more information about the connection between X and y. Just as for PCR the information
accounted for by each step usually becomes less and less for each step taken.
After the g runs have been completed, the following relations hold:
2.8
̂

2.9

The number of scores g should be chosen such that Xg+1 contains no further information
about yg+1. In the extreme case where

becomes zero, the algorithm is stopped

prematurely. Further scores should be extracted as long as each new variable contributes
significantly to the description of y.
Bootstrap Technique
In every instance of statistical analysis a data set x is used to calculate some statistic t(x)
in order to make an approximation of some quantity of interest. For demonstration
purposes, the data in box 1 are plasma glucose concentrations
100

105

110

111

115

120

128 129 138 157 162 188
Box 1
for twelve women, 21 years of age or older of Pima Indian heritage; the scores are an
ordered random sample from a larger data set of 768 women [27]. If the data in box 1 is
x then t(x) could be something simple like their mean, . The common next step in
statistics is to ask the question of how accurate is t(x). Since we are dealing with the
mean we simply look at the standard deviation or standard error,
/

∑

2.10

1
The results on our data set x would be reported as

130

26.6, which can easily be

applied to a normal Gaussian distribution and a confidence interval can be calculated.
Unfortunately most statistical measures do not simple equations such as the mean and
standard deviation. Consider PCR and PLS as described in chapter 1, it takes pages to
simply explain the statistical calculations and how would you find their errors according
to a distribution. Bootstrapping was created for this exact reason, to provide a technique
13

of finding a bootstrap error for any statistical measure proportional to the true population
[28]. To demonstrate bootstrapping a more complex statistic than the ordinary mean is
needed, but to keep it simple t(x) can be the 25% trimmed mean,

0.25 . A similar

explanation of bootstrapping can be found by the creator of bootstrapping, Bradley Efron
in a paper published in Science in 1991 [29]. The 25% trimmed mean is defined as the
average of the middle 50% of the data. The data is ordered and the lower and upper 25%
of the data is excluded and the remaining data is averaged.
0.25

111

115

120

128

129

138

6

2.11

The equation is simple for this case, though there is not a universal equation for this
method in part due to if the number of values in x is not divisible by four, interpolation is
required. For our demonstration data set, the

0.25

124. The next step again is to

find out how accurate t(x) is but the standard error equation is only for the ordinary mean.
In place of simple equations, bootstrapping uses computer power to obtain a numerical
estimate of the standard error.
The bootstrap algorithm randomly samples from data set x in replacement of the original
data x. Bootstrap data and statistical measure will be denoted x* and t*(x), respectively.
Each new data, x* has the same number elements of x but consists of values randomly
pulled from x. Values can be repeated because the number of bootstrap sets created is a
simulation of the true population’s distribution. Assume B bootstrap sets are taken, and
now the statistical measure of each x* is taken, in this case the t*(x) is the

0.25 . The

empirical standard deviation of the B bootstrap trimmed means is the bootstrap estimate
of the standard deviation for the trimmed means. In other words, the standard deviation
of all the bootstrap trimmed means is taken. Since the bootstrap population is analogous
to the true population then the standard deviation of the bootstrap trimmed means is a
representation of the error estimate of the original data, x trimmed mean. Table 1 gives
the bootstrap error for the demonstration data at different values of B which can be
compared with a true standard error of twelve randomly sampled values from the full
dataset of 768 women of 8.66. Figure 9 is a visual representation of the bootstrap method
adapted from afore mentioned paper in Science [29].
14

Bootstrapping is used with BENDS by weighting the final manifold by the standard
deviation of the bootstrap manifolds.

The inverse of the standard deviation of the

manifolds at each instance in the spectral data is normalized and used as weights as
described in the BENDS algorithm section below.

15

Chapter Two Tables
Table 2.1 Bootstrap estimates of error for the trimmed mean.
Bootstrap
Replicates (B)
50
100
200
500
1000

16

Bootstrap
Estimate of
Error(±)
7.47
8.56
8.61
8.75
8.85

Chapter Two Figures

Figure 2.1: Statistical bootstrapping demonstration. The original data (black) is randomly
sampled to B bootstrap sample sets (red) and the statistic t(x*) is performed (green) on
each bootstrap sample set. The bootstrap estimate of the standard deviation t(x*) is
performed by calculated the standard deviation off all the t(x*) (blue). Figure adapted
from the paper in Science by Bradley Efron [29].
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SECTION TWO – ACOUSTIC RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY
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Chapter Three: Integrated Sensing and Processing - Acoustic Resonance Spectrometry
(ISP-ARS) in Differentiating D-Tagatose and Other Toll Manufactured Drugs
Introduction
Over 200,000 Americans die each year due to complications from type 2 diabetes [30].
Type 2 diabetes is a chronic disease where insulin in the body is no longer being used
effectively.

Also, a high level of glucose in the blood occurs due to low insulin

production. Hyperglycemia leads to kidney, blood vessel, nervous and heart disorders
and when not diagnosed or monitored can lead to death. Between nineteen to twenty
million U.S. citizens have been diagnosed with type 2 diabetes according to current
statistics [31]. If the current model stands, by 2030 over 366 million people in the world
will have type 2 diabetes [32]. Type 2 diabetes and its associated complications cost the
U.S. $132 billion in 2002 [33].
D-tagatose (D-tag) is currently being tested to treat type 2 diabetes in a global phase 3
clinical trial. D-tag occurs naturally in heated dairy products and is a hexose sweetener.
It has a sweetness level of nearly 92% of the commonly used table sugar. D-tag has not
been shown to increase insulin production; however, it does cause moderate weight loss
and decreases glycemic response according to clinical trials. The mechanism of action of
D-tag is based on enzymatic activity taking place in liver [34-35]. The production of
experimental drugs is often contracted to manufacturers where different dosage levels
and placebo drugs that are required to be visually indistinguishable from the actual drug
are needed.

Process analytical techniques need to be investigated to guarantee the

quality, quantity and identity for newly developed drugs.
The manufacturing needs of big pharmaceutical companies are often given out to tollmanufacturers in order to meet their financial and production quotas. The manufacturing
companies are often producing multiple drugs nearly simultaneously that are visually
similar. The manufacturing companies may be contracted by many different outside
companies to produce similar looking drugs as well. A rapid and nondestructive method
for tablet verification is crucial step that could reduce or even eliminate tablets from
accidentally becoming contaminated or confused. A strategy for placing each tablet
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identification and verification system prior to shipping the product is essential. Process
analytical technologies (PAT) incorporated into the manufacturing line should be able to
complete verification in real-time. There are millions of tablets that are recalled because
there are currently no guaranteed methods to remove all the problems of contamination
and mislabeling. A great example was reported at the end of 2006 where eleven million
bottles of acetaminophen was recalled by the Perrigo Company because metal wire was
later found in the tablets [36]. Current good manufacturing processes (cGMP) are at their
limits according to the FDA who also stated better risk-based approaches should be
investigated to insure the safety of pharmaceutical products [37]. PATs could ensure
prevention of large recalls because they are designed to find the problems before they
occur.
Integrated sensing and processing (ISP) acoustic resonance spectroscopy (ARS) is a rapid
and nondestructive analytical method. Unlike many optical methods, a major benefit of
all acoustic methods is their ability to penetrate different types of opaque packages.
Many clinical trial drugs and placebos are required to be hidden from the users creating a
situation where acoustic methods have a clear advantage. A system of ISP-ARS sensors
would act as a PAT and could analyze every tablet manufactured, creating a situation
where only the tablets below the quality guidelines would need to be removed. A
controlling system such as a dynamic data-driven application system (DDDAS) would
adjust processing conditions and chemical compositions based on the data from the ISPARS sensors [38-39]. DDDAS would allow for the integration of real-time information
to predict and model an event or measurement. The predictions become more dependable
when dynamic rather than static information is being constantly included into a model.
For example, if weather predictions were calculated with information collected statically
from different sensors then any prediction made would be obsolete immediately
following its conception due to the rapidly changing nature of weather. Imagine the same
situation with many sensors collecting data in real-time where each change would be
integrated into the prediction creating a continuous flow of information. In this way,
DDDASs have the ability to guide their measurement processes and focus their resources,
much as forecasts guide US Air Force 53rd Weather Reconnaissance Squadron
(“Hurricane Hunter”) aircraft away from calm seas and into the eyes of hurricanes to
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concentrate their data collection. The information collected makes possible advance
warning of hurricanes and increases the accuracy of hurricane predictions and warnings
by as much as 30 percent [40].
Fourier transform acoustic resonance spectroscopy (FTARS) is performed on data in
order to formulate the ISP acoustic waveforms. FTARS is used as a predictor for the
frequencies and regions that will be used for the creation of the ISP waveforms for a
specific group of samples. The process in which the information is transferred from the
training FTARS data to the predictive models of the ISP waveforms parallels a DDDAS
because there is continuous monitoring and adjusting of the ISP waveform through
retraining. To demonstration, in pharmaceutical manufacturing, FTAR spectra of active
pharmaceutical ingredients (API) are calculated from the ISP waveforms. Once new
tablets are formulated and manufactured, ISP-ARS is used to identify each tablet. If a
sample is unidentifiable by the current calibration then the sample will be scanned using
FTARS and its identity and ISP information is incorporated into the global calibration
(see figure 3.1).
FTARS is well established and has been shown to differentiate drugs, [41] powders, [4547] liquids, [48-50] as well as predict dissolution rate in otherwise identical samples [42].
FTARS is nondestructive and complete scans can be made in seconds, therefore it is a
prime candidate for use as a PAT. However, FTARS relies on intensive computer
processing following data collection due to the amount of information gained in each
scan. An ARS spectrum recorded over the interval of 20 Hz to 20 kHz with a sample rate
of 44.1 kHz for one second generates a substantial amount of data (1 s x 44.1 kHz =
44100 data points). Chemometric analysis of multiple FTARS data sets can become
computationally demanding and could limit the production rate of tablets, especially if
100% tablet inspection is considered. ISP-ARS reduces the computational burden of
FTARS because it directly produces the analyte identity as an output.
Theory
In FTARS, white noise comprising a mixture of all frequencies over a specified range is
used as excitation for scanning a calibration set of samples. If no a priori information is
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given about the samples then sample classification is made via undirected (unsupervised)
data mining. For this qualitative tablet identification experiment, multivariate techniques
are employed to group the calibration data into specific classes. The specific classes are
then used to build a predictive model on which ISP-ARS is based. To begin, a training
set of data is scanned over the entire frequency range using FTARS techniques. PCA is
employed to separate the samples into classes. PCA is a multivariate analysis technique
that reduces the amount of data in large sets. PCA has been previously applied to
FTARS and other spectroscopic data to differentiate samples [42][44-45][51-52]. In
PCA a new set of data, the principal components (PCs), are generated from the acoustic
frequencies such that the first PC contains the most variation of the original data, the
second PC the next highest variation orthogonal to the first, and so on until the total
sample variation is explained. If there is a significant amount of correlation present in the
original data then the number of useful PCs is small [53]. The PCs that denote the
greatest variation among the calibration set tablets are used to create the ISP acoustic
waveforms. The loadings (coefficients) of the PCs are used to indicate the frequency
regions that have the greatest effect on each PC (figure 3.2). In ISP-ARS, the acoustic
waveforms are created from those frequency regions where the greatest sample variation
was observed, and that had the largest loading coefficients. The PC loadings, however,
are weighted in both the positive and negative direction, and each contains useful data.
Thus, loadings over the frequency region corresponding to the highest variation in the
data must be found in both the positive and negative directions. Separate acoustic
waveforms must be created for the positive and negative loading data. If the data are not
separated then frequency components from the positive data domain may offset the
components from the negative when the entire waveform is integrated during the
detection process. The same is true for each specific PC loading that is used. Frequency
components from one loading may overlap with components of another.
In many cases, a single PC is sufficient for a tablet analysis. But suppose that in practice
it is found that the top three PCs separate the tablet calibration data sufficiently. The
corresponding loadings for PCs 1-3 must be broken into positive and negative pieces, and
an ISP acoustic waveform constructed from three PCs would have six segments that
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would be played sequentially and integrated into six distinct detector values. Cluster
analysis of the detector voltage data would complete the classification of a sample.
One method of classifying the output voltages is the Bootstrap Error-adjusted Singlesample Technique (BEST). The BEST method of sample classification calculates the
distance between data clusters in multidimensional standard deviations (MSD) [54].
When the distance of a spectrum from a cluster is less than three MSDs, the unknown
spectrum is considered to be of the same sample as the cluster. ISP acoustic waveforms
can be generated from many samples, and an MP3 player can be used to hold an entire
database of ISP excitation waveforms. This makes ISP-ARS a great choice for PAT as
pharmaceutical manufacturers could calculate an ISP acoustic waveform from FTARS
data to determine many sample properties and characteristics in their production line.
Experimental
Tablet Preparation. Tablets of different over-the-counter pharmaceutical drugs were
obtained for scanning by the ARS. Tablets included: vitamin C (Spring Valley, 1000
mg), vitamin B-12 (Spring Valley, 2000 mcg), acetaminophen (Equate, 325 mg), aspirin
(TopCare, 325 mg), ibuprofen (Equate, 200 mg) and D-tagatose (Spherix Inc, 300 mg).
The tablets were scanned intact with no special preparation.
ARS Data Collection. Four tablets each of the pharmaceutical drugs were scanned along
with a blank (a scan of the empty base-plate at equal pressure as the tablets), in triplicate
and in random order. Each tablet was placed on a scale (Model 3120, Health O Meter,
Bridgeview, IL, USA) and adjusted to a pressure of 150g so that contact between the
sample and the quartz rod of the ARS was maintained and constant throughout scanning.
After each scan, the scale was reset and the tablets repositioned. White noise in the
frequency range of 0 to 3.1 MHz was generated using a function generator (Stanford
Research Systems, Sunnyvale, CA, USA). The sound card used to capture the data
(Model No. SB0490, Creative Labs) had a range of 20 Hz to 22 kHz and the card
contained an anti-aliasing filter that prevented problems from excitation outside the
frequency range of the function generator. All data processing was done in Matlab 7.0.1
(The Mathworks Company, Natick, MA, USA). All sound was captured for 5 seconds
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with a sample rate of 44.100 kHz. An FFT at size 44100 was performed on the sound
files to convert the data from the time domain into the frequency domain. The mean of
the three replicate measures was taken.

Frequency domain data were z-scored in

intensity and principal axis transformation was performed on the data before cluster
analysis. Loadings from the first three PCs were used to find the frequencies that
contributed the most to the total variance between sample types. The positive and
negative loadings were separated and sorted by principal component number in
descending order. The frequencies corresponding to the largest 10, 100 and 1000 loading
values were used to create the excitation signal for ISP-ARS. The excitation signal
consisted of 18 frequency ensembles in sequence, one second of each. The first three
frequency ensembles were from the positive loadings of PC one through three using only
ten frequencies. Sequence four through six were created from the negative loadings of
PC one through three using ten frequencies. The order was then repeated for 100 and
1000 frequencies to give the total of 18 ensembles (figure 3.3).

The average detector

voltage signal of each frequency mixture became a single dimension in the classification
process. Because the excitation was performed using the frequency ensemble created
from the PC loadings, the detector voltage was directly proportional to the PC scores, and
MANOVA was used for classification of tablets in the ISP-space.
Results and Discussion
Three PCs representing 76% of the total variance of the data set was used to classify the
tablets. Of each 10, 100 and 1000 frequencies, three orthogonal excitations (one for each
PC) were employed for both the positive loadings and negative loadings obtained from
PC analysis.

The three orthogonal excitations were visualized in a three dimensional

scatter plot (figure 3.4).

Similar samples can be visualized as clusters in a three

dimensional scatter plot with dissimilar samples clustering in different regions
hyperspace. When ISP waveforms were constructed from PC loadings the resultant ISP
voltages observed at the detector were functionally equivalent to the PC scores.
Projecting the three integrated detector voltage signals scanned from a sample onto a
three-dimensional scatter plot illustrated the group in which the sample belonged.
Additional scans of the same type of tablets contained the information needed to draw
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probability density contour plots encompassing the regions where spectral points of more
samples of the same material were likely to be found.

This approach of digitally

calculating PCs initially to form an excitation waveform (effectively an analog
computing alternative to the more typical digital analysis after spectra have been
collected) allows for a rapid data acquisition and determination of probability densities
for classification [55].
ISP-ARS vs FTARS Clusters. Figure 3.4 illustrates the cluster patterns using conventional
ARS with PCA. The PCs that captured the largest variations between spectra were
plotted against each other in an XYZ type scatter plot. The figure depicts the separation
between the different types of tablets. Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 illustrate similar plots as
Figure 3.4, but rather than calculating the PCs from full acoustic spectra, the XYZ axes
represent the observed detector voltages from the ISP-AR excitations.

Figure 3.5

represents the voltages acquired from the ten frequencies with the positive loadings
contributing to the largest variation. Figure 3.6 represents the voltages acquired from the
ten frequencies with the negative loadings contributing to the largest variation. All
clusters from both methods contain 4 sample points, and the ellipses represent one
standard deviation level in each direction. Adding frequencies sometimes improved the
cross validated separation between tablets, but sometimes did not (see Table 3.1).
Comparisons between the positive loadings (figure 3.5) and the negative loadings (figure
3.6) indicate that each excitation was important on different tablet types. Note that while
the positive loading excitations do not separate the blank rod from tagatose and
acetaminophen, the negative loading excitations do separate them.

Employing the

positive and negative loadings together in the analysis allows the benefits of both to
separate the different types of tablets. Canonical Variables (CV) were calculated from
the voltages obtained from the ten frequencies of both the positive and negative loads to
produce figure 3.7. The ellipses in figure 3.7 depict the BEST three standard deviation
contour level.
Table 3.1 reports the mean inter-cluster and intra-cluster BEST MSD for the different
tablets. The mean intra-cluster MSDs from cross validation are reported on the diagonal
in bold face type. ISP-ARS represents a slight improvement over full spectrum FFT26

ARS, but some intra-cluster MSDs are increased with more frequencies in the excitation
process, while others are being decreased (over fit) with more frequencies in the
excitation process. Neither FFTARS nor ISP-ARS have all intra-cluster MSDs below
three standard deviations, probably due to the low number of tablets scanned in each
group (four). However, ISP-ARS does lead to larger inter-cluster MSDs than FFTARS.
For example, for FFTARS the largest inter-cluster distance is 176.903 between ibuprofen
and the blank rod, and that same inter-cluster distance with ISP-ARS is 236.694 (with 10
frequency, positive and negative loadings excitation). Because there are such large intercluster MSDs with ISP-ARS, it would be possible to increase the MSD distance cutoff
for classification to the largest intra-cluster MSD, as long as it is much smaller than the
smallest inter-cluster MSD, and still maintain accurate classification.
ISP-ARS Classifications. MANOVA was used for cross validation classification where
each tablet was classified to clusters three standard deviations or less away. Tables 3.2,
3.3 and 3.4 report classification, accuracy, precision and recall when using 10
frequencies, 100 frequencies and 1000 frequencies respectively in the ISP waveform to
represent the loadings. These statistics were calculated as follows:
Accuracy 

TP  TN 

TP  TN  FP  FN 

(1)

TP
TP  FP

(2)

Precision 

Recall 

TP
TP  FN 

(3)

Where TP = True Positive, TN = True Negative, FP = False Positive and FN = False
Negative. These statistics are represented in percentages and each table includes the
averages for the method as a whole.
Comparisons using 10, 100 and 1000 frequencies to represent the loadings depict rather
similar results; with 10 frequencies having the best accuracy (using only 10 frequencies
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gives the most correct classifications, while 1000 frequencies classified the least amount
correctly). However, the largest percentages in each table are the precision measures.
No matter how many frequencies were used, the precision was 100 percent because there
were no false positives. The data suggest that it is possible to over fit some tablet
separations using 100 or 1000 frequencies to represent the loadings, and when faced with
a need to differentiate two types of tablets, one should specifically optimize the number
of different frequencies selected for the desired differentiation.
It is perhaps not surprising that it is possible to use too many frequencies in an ISP
waveform. The largest 10 factor loadings become the 10 frequencies with the largest
amplitude in the ISP waveform. The largest 100 factor loadings become the largest 100
frequencies in the ISP waveform, and this set of 100 includes the largest 10 by definition.
The point is that there can be some rather weak signals in the largest 100 or 1000
frequencies, and these weaker signals are more easily overwhelmed by noise. Detector
bandwidth must be increased to accommodate more frequencies, increasing the chance of
picking up extraneous noise at the additional frequencies.
Speed and Versatility of ISP-ARS.

ISP-ARS is a large improvement in speed and

efficiency when compared to the traditional FT-ARS. Both methods have the benefits of
no sample preparation needed for the tablets and acquisition times in only a few seconds;
however ISP-ARS does not need heavy computation.

ARS is attributed to for its non-

destructive ability to analyze different materials and with the ISP accompaniment, the
method only needs a calibration set. An ISP waveform can be constructed, compressed
to an MP3 format to save space and an entire web based database can be created to house
the information. Researchers and manufacturers could be linked together via the internet
to continually add new drugs to the database in a matter of seconds with current internet
speeds. With the addition of ISP a system could easily be automated to grab information
from the web database and simply read the voltage at the detector for results.
Conclusion
Integrated sensing processing acoustic resonance spectroscopy has been explored as a
rapid and non-destructive method to differentiate D-tagatose tablets (an experimental toll28

manufactured drug) from different tablets including aspirin, acetaminophen, vitamin C,
vitamin B and ibuprofen. With an experiment-specific ISP waveform, the classification
is far more rapid than with conventional ARS. Simpler ISP waveforms using fewer
frequencies to represent the factor loadings that separate the tablets may outperform more
complex waveforms using more frequencies. By encoding waveforms on an MP3 player,
ISP-ARS could become a method to quickly identify different unlabeled tablets with a
similar appearance created in a contract-manufacturing environment.
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Chapter Three Tables
Table 3.1 BEST Distances from Cluster Analysis. The inter-cluster and intra-cluster (by
cross validation) MSD using the BEST for the different tablets. The intra-cluster MSDs
are reported on the diagonal in bold face type. The different tablet names are abbreviated
for easier viewing.
FFT-ARS
Asp
10.946
95.268
2.369
-

Ibu
25.647
176.903
6.622
2.806
-

Tag
41.853
30.358
10.599
6.729
1.520
-

Vit B
2.028
59.677
3.603
4.157
5.135
2.427
-

Acet
5.041
79.483
2.022
2.223
2.673
4.985
2.415

ISP-ARS 10 Frequencies
Blank
Asp
Blank
292.776
3.234
Asp
2.180
Ibu
Acet
Tag
Vit B
Vit C
-

Ibu
236.694
109.896
1.448
-

Acet
586.349
56.738
39.902
1.685
-

Tag
122.096
28.600
28.230
8.667
2.411
-

Vit B
90.723
23.160
18.336
33.079
50.455
2.056
-

Vit C
71.394
42.752
42.202
37.650
47.551
36.598
5.312

ISP-ARS 100 Frequencies
Blank
Asp
Blank
49.635
1.875
Asp
3.489
Ibu
Acet
Tag
Vit B
Vit C
-

Ibu
56.821
12.338
1.548
-

Acet
142.394
81.420
49.770
5.121
-

Tag
165.027
34.759
19.618
7.886
2.441
-

Vit B
35.000
36.403
21.577
20.616
23.366
1.582
-

Vit C
34.604
58.583
39.843
14.339
14.283
29.977
2.423

ISP-ARS 1000 Frequencies
Blank
Asp
Ibu
Acet
Tag
Blank
190.660 106.067 125.373 150.548
4.248
Asp
19.628 71.496 100.572
8.608

Vit B
79.002
36.624

Vit C
69.626
88.467

Vit C
Blank
Asp
Ibu
Tag
Vit B
Acet

Vit C
3.967
-

Blank
16.798
5.240
-
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Ibu
Acet
Tag
Vit B
Vit C

-

-

78.743
2.242
-

2.458
-
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90.821
44.920
3.942
-

35.275
29.948
49.826
2.381
-

84.459
32.958
35.770
62.774
2.786

Table 3.2 Summary statistics for ISP-ARS utilizing both the ten frequencies with the
greatest change according to the positive factor loadings and the 10 frequencies with the
greatest change according to the negative loadings.

MANOVA was used for the

classification and each tablet was classified to any group within three standard deviations
in hyperspace.
Group
Blank
Asp
Ibu
Pain
Tag
VitB
VitC
AVERAGE

Correct
Classification
3
4
4
4
4
4
2
3.57

Accuracy (%)

Precision (%)

Recall (%)

96.43
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
92.86
98.47

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

75.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
50.00
89.29
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Table 3.3 Summary statistics for ISP-ARS utilizing both the 100 frequencies with the
greatest change according to the positive loadings and the 100 frequencies with the
greatest change according to the negative loadings.

MANOVA was used for the

classification and each tablet was classified to any group within three standard deviations
in hyperspace.
Group
Blank
Asp
Ibu
Pain
Tag
VitB
VitC
AVERAGE

Correct
Classification
4
2
4
2
3
4
4
3.29

Accuracy (%)

Precision (%)

Recall (%)

100.00
92.86
100.00
92.86
96.43
100.00
100.00
97.45

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

100.00
50.00
100.00
50.00
75.00
100.00
100.00
82.14
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Table 3.4 Summary statistics for ISP-ARS utilizing both the 1000 frequencies with the
greatest change according to the positive loadings and the 1000 frequencies with the
greatest change according to the negative loadings.

MANOVA was used for the

classification and each tablet was classified to any group within three standard deviations
in hyperspace.
Group
Blank
Asp
Ibu
Pain
Tag
VitB
VitC
AVERAGE

Correct
Classification
2
3
3
3
2
3
3
2.71

Accuracy (%)

Precision (%)

Recall (%)

92.86
96.43
96.43
96.43
92.86
96.43
96.43
95.41

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

50.00
75.00
75.00
75.00
50.00
75.00
75.00
67.86
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Chapter Three Figures

Figure 3.1 Block diagram of ISP-ARS process. The red arrows indicate the traditional
FTARS cycle. In traditional FTARS, samples are scanned and classified according to
their inter-cluster distances found via multivariate analysis (A-D). This process is
repeated for each sample scanned. With ISP-ARS, the FTARS data are used to calculate
factor loadings and an ISP acoustic waveform is constructed to represent these loadings
(E). Once the ISP waveform is constructed, the traditional FTARS operation cycle is not
needed. Samples scanned with the ISP waveform are classified according to their detector
voltages (F-G). If a sample cannot be classified (H), then FTARS is employed for
recalibration and a new ISP acoustic waveform is constructed that includes the new
unknown. As samples change the ISP waveform can evolve with the new data.
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A

C

B

D

Figure 3.2

ISP Flowchart. In a series of samples (B) the highest variation in the

frequency range of interest can be viewed in the highest loadings (A). Selection of the
greatest frequencies from the positive and negative component of the loadings (C) can be
used to construct the ISP waveform (D). To avoid cancellation of integrated signal from
the positive and negative loading frequencies, an acoustic waveform must be constructed
separately for the positive and negative loadings and transmitted independently through
the sample.
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Figure 3.3 ISP waveform composition. An 18-second excitation sequence was contructed
to enable the three ISP experiments to be conducted simultaneously. The first three
frequency ensembles were from the positive loadings of PC one through three using only
ten frequencies. Sequence four through six were created from the negative loadings of
PC one through three using ten frequencies. The order was then repeated for 100 and
1000 frequencies, enabling three different calibration and prediction experiments (testing
calibration using 10, 100, and 1000 frequencies) to be conducted with the same tablets at
the same time.
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Figure 3.4 Principal component standard deviation plot. The PCs that captured the
largest variations between spectra were plotted against each other in an XYZ type scatter
plot. The ellipses depict a one standard deviation contour level for each tablet type.
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Figure 3.5 ISP voltage standard deviation plot (positive). The coordinate axes represent
the detector voltages from the ISP-AR spectra.

This figure represents the voltages

acquired from the ten frequencies with the positive loadings contributing to the largest
variation in the FTARS scans. The ellipses here depict the one standard deviation contour
level for each tablet type.
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Figure 3.6 ISP voltage standard deviation plot (negative). The coordinate axes depict the
detector voltages from the ISP-AR spectra. This figure represents the voltages acquired
from the ten frequencies with the negative loadings contributing to the largest variation in
the FTARS scans. The ellipses here depict the one standard deviation contour level for
each tablet type.
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Figure 3.7 Canonical variable standard deviation plot. CV from the voltages obtained
from the ten frequencies of both the positive and negative loadings. The ellipses here
depict the three standard deviation contour level for each tablet type.
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Chapter Four: Incorrect or Defective Pill Detection Using a Dynamic Data-Driven
Application System Paradigm
1. Introduction
Administration of incorrect medications by professional caregivers is estimated in 1997
to have killed as many as 44,000 to 98,000 Americans after prescriptions were filled [56].
These numbers are likely to be underestimates due to unreported deaths. To put this
number in perspective, use of incorrect medication is the eighth leading cause of death in
the United States and actually kills more people in a given year than traffic accidents,
breast cancer, or AIDS. The situation is no better in 2007.
A secondary issue is defective tablets coming off a pharmaceutical production line or
mistaken packaging. Many errors are readily visible and are caught immediately.
However, not all are detected and the defective or mislabeled tablets reach the
marketplace. In Section 2, we discuss the advantages of using a real-time dynamic
approach instead of using static data. In Section 3, we discuss why catching errors at the
pharmaceutical production and packaging areas is essential to reducing recalls and should
be part of process analytical technologies. In Section 4, we describe an integrated
acoustic sensing and processing device. A handheld version can also be used to identify
medications before a caregiver delivers them to individuals. We also describe a cyber
physical system (CPS) to detect incorrect or defective tablets. In Section 5, we provide
simple results based on a prototype system that has been built and tested in a limited
manner. In Section 6, we provide conclusions and briefly describe what needs to done
next.
2. Dynamic versus Static Data
A data driven system allows for the implementation of real-time data to model or predict
a measurement or event. By incorporating data dynamically rather than statically, the
predictions and measurements become more reliable. Consider weather forecasting. If
predictions are made based on static data collected from sparsely distributed sensors, then
rapidly changing conditions often make a prediction obsolete shortly after it is made. A
more reliable forecasting system continuously incorporates real-time changes from many
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sensors into its predictions so that the forecast is always built around current conditions.
As the conditions change, so does the forecast, in real-time. Data driven applications have
the ability to guide their measurement processes and refocus their resources, much as
forecasts guide US Air Force 53rd Weather Reconnaissance Squadron aircraft away from
calm seas and into the eyes of hurricanes to concentrate their data collection. The
information collected makes possible advance warning of hurricanes and increases the
accuracy of hurricane predictions and warnings by as much as 30 percent [40].
3. Catching Mistakes at the Source
Numerous large pharmaceutical manufacturers outsource their small-scale manufacturing
needs as a way of reducing cost or meeting their production deadlines. A contract
manufacturer may make several kinds of pills that are similar in appearance at almost the
same time, e.g., testing various dosages and placebos for clinical trials. A contract
manufacturer may also produce pills for multiple companies. One way to reduce the
possibility that pills may inadvertently become confused or contaminated is to employ a
rapid and nondestructive means of verifying tablet identity. Such systems for identifying
contaminated or mislabeled products must be strategically placed to prevent problems
with pills before they are shipped. PAT on the production line should have the ability to
work in real-time. Currently there are no foolproof methods to eliminate mislabeling or
contamination. As a result, millions of pills are recalled in some years. For example, in
November 2006, 11 million bottles of contaminated acetaminophen were voluntarily
recalled by the Perrigo Company of Allegan, Michigan due to contamination of the
tablets with metal wire [36]. The FDA admits that cGMP have reached their limits and
better “science-based” approaches are needed to insure product safety [37]. PATs are
designed to prevent large recalls by detecting problems before they occur.
4. An Integrated Sensing and Processing Approach
Integrated sensing and processing acoustic resonance spectroscopy (ISP-ARS) is a novel
approach to conventional acoustic spectroscopic techniques. In ISP-ARS, an ISP acoustic
waveform is created such that it comprises only the distinguishing spectral details
associated with an analyte in question. FTARS is used to develop ISP acoustic
waveforms employed in differentiating different drugs. ISP-ARS is fast and non44

destructive. Acoustic methods are able to deeply penetrate many types of opaque
packaging, in contrast to near-infrared and other optical methods. The ability to penetrate
many types of packaging can be a distinct advantage in preparation of clinical trial lots,
where drugs and placebos must be blinded from users. As a PAT, a series of ISP-ARS
sensors could potentially scan every pill produced by a manufacturer, enabling the
removal of only those pills that did not meet quality standards.
A dynamic system should control a manufacturer’s product line based on measurements
from a series of ISP-ARS sensors, adjusting process conditions and ingredients in real
time based on actual process measurements [39][57]. ISP-ARS reduces the time required
for processing that is normally observed with full spectrum FTARS. An ISP acoustic
waveform is the result of chemometric analysis of the FTARS spectrum. By weighting
the frequency changes according to their individual component scores, an acoustic
waveform can be made that excites only those frequencies important to the analyte under
observation. The ISP output is a voltage that can be read immediately and corresponds to
only the analyte under investigation. Creation of the ISP acoustic wave begins with the
chemometric analysis of the initial FTARS data. Therefore, FTARS itself makes a
prediction about what will work as an ISP acoustic waveform for a given set of samples.
This training process can be viewed as a cyber physical system when the performance of
the ISP waveform is continuously monitored and the ISP waveform is continuously
adjusted through retraining.
5. Preliminary Results
ISP acoustic waveforms composed of 10, 100, and 1000 frequencies were used to
identify several toll manufactured drugs. The pills used in this study were aspirin,
acetaminophen, D-tagatose, ibuprofen, vitamin C, and vitamin B. It was found that only
the top 10 frequencies were required to properly classify each pill used in this study.
Intra-cluster distances were calculated to be less than 3 MSD for each pill type. The
average accuracy of prediction was 98.47, 97.45 and 95.41 percent for the 10, 100 and
1000 frequency component acoustic waveforms respectively.
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6. Conclusion
We have described a prototype cyber physical system for use in identifying defective or
mislabeled pills. Integrated sensing processing acoustic resonance spectroscopy has the
ability to differentiate between different types of pills in contract manufacturing and
bedside applications. The results are preliminary and much more research and
development will be necessary in order to produce systems that can be deployed on
pharmaceutical manufacturing lines. A handheld version that can be networked needs to
be refined so that caregivers can correctly identify all pills before giving them to patients.
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SECTION THREE– BOOTSTRAP ENHANCED N-DIMENSIONAL DEFORMATION
OF SPACE (BENDS)

Bootstrap enhanced n-dimensional deformation of space (BENDS) is an algorithm that
has been created in order to overcome highly non linear correlations in quantitative
analytical chemistry. ARS was selected as the instrument of choice for testing BENDS
due to the non linear correlations that occur regularly in AR experiments. The reasons
behind the non linear trends in ARS and the details of the BENDS algorithm are
described in section three. BENDS mathematically contorts, pushes and unravels the non
linear trend in order to resolve the unrecognizable non linear correlations and output a
reduced, linear calibration model. Using well known mathematics and basic algorithms
used in other areas of science, BENDS can be used with ARS in order to quantify many
different mediums including powders and tablet.
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Chapter Five: ARS with BENDS to Determine Aspirin Hydration
Introduction
There are many factors that affect the quality of pharmaceutical products. Things like
drying, mixing and stability of APIs must be monitored at each stage in the
manufacturing process to insure maximum quality. cGMPs rely on end-point testing of a
few samples from a batch to assure quality in the entire batch. When products of low
quality are found, the entire batch must be restarted. Even worse, in some cases low
quality pharmaceuticals are released to the public and must be recalled at a high cost. For
example, in 2003, Ivax Pharmaceuticals of Miami, FL recalled over 4000 one hundredcount bottles of aspirin and codeine phosphate tablets because of a stability problem with
salicylic acid, a hydrolysis product of aspirin [58]. PAT can be put into place to prevent
large recalls by detecting problems before they occur.

PAT is a shift to process

understanding and control. An ideal PAT for in-line processes must be nondestructive
and have the ability to make accurate and rapid measurements. ARS possesses many
qualities that make it a useful PAT for monitoring pharmaceutical processes.
According to the OED, sound is defined as the vibration transmitted through a medium of
matter with frequencies that can be heard with the human ear [1]. In spectroscopy, sound
is part of the larger umbrella term, acoustics, which encompasses sound, ultrasound and
infrasound.

Acoustic methods include the generation, propagation, resonation and

acquisition of mechanical waves and vibrations. The reason for using acoustics is to use a
nondestructive and rapid method that is specific to many different physical and chemical
properties. Acoustic velocity [2], ultrasonic attenuation [3], acoustic reflection [4] and
acoustic emission [5] are different types of acoustic properties that are used in infer other
analytical properties of interest.
The human ear and brain essentially form an acoustic spectrometer that deciphers
different physical properties. A trained ear can decipher the frequencies present in
complex waveforms and tell the difference between different frequencies played in
succession. Studies have even demonstrated that individuals can acoustically distinguish
the shape of different vibrating plates [6]. The different experiments performed on blind49

folded individuals included specifying shapes, dimensions and materials of different
objects that were struck by a pendulum. Another study tested blindfolded participants
listening to partially occluded sound passing through a doorway [7]. The individuals were
asked to listen to a doorway-like structure with obstructions of different apertures. They
were surveyed to determine whether they could infer the hole to be large enough for the
individual to pass through the doorway. Judgments were found to be relatively accurate,
which suggests that individuals can hear surfaces that obstruct apertures like doorways.
ARS coupled to a computer works in a similar manner to analyze samples.
ARS Instrumentation
Most published works in acoustics have been in the ultrasonic region and their
instrumentation has dealt with propagation through a medium and not a resonance effect.
The ARS has come a long way since its conception in 1988, when researchers designed a
V shaped quartz rod instrument that utilized ultrasonic waves to obtain signatures of
micro liter volumes of different liquids [8]. The instrument now has the ability to use a
larger region of the acoustic spectrum, including sonic and ultrasonic [9]. Since the
conception of the ARS, it has been used to differentiate wood species, pharmaceutical
tablets, determine burn rates and determine dissolution rates of tablets [10-13]. In 2007,
Analytical Chemistry featured the past and current work of the quartz-rod ARS discussing
the potential of acoustics in the analytical chemistry and engineering fields [14].
The ARS is designed to create a fingerprint for different samples by constructive and
destructive interferences. Figure 5.1 is a schematic of the quartz rod ARS and illustrates
the path of the sound through the quartz rod. A function generator is depicted as the
source (A), though any device that is capable of outputting sound in voltage form could
be used (e.g., a CD-player, MP3 player or sound card). White noise is generated and the
voltage is converted into a sound wave by a piezoelectric transducer disc (B), which is
coupled to the quartz rod. The sound is shown as a blue sinusoidal wave (C), and
resonates along the quartz rod, where two key interactions occur. A portion of the energy
(red) is introduced into the sample and interacts in a specific manner dependent on the
sample, and another portion of the energy (blue) continues unaltered through the quartz
rod. The two energies still have the same frequency, but they will have most likely show
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changes in their phase and amplitude. The two waves recombine after the sample (D) and
constructive or destructive interference occurs, depending on the phase shift and
amplitude change due to the sample. The altered combined energy (purple) is converted
to an electrical voltage by another piezoelectric disc at the end of the quartz rod (E). The
voltage is then recorded onto a computer by a sound card (F). The sample is coupled to
the quartz rod at constant pressure, which is monitored by a pressure transducer that also
acts as the sample holder. Rubber grommets are used to secure the quartz rod to a stable
stand, minimizing acoustic coupling of the rod to the surroundings. Broadband “white”
noise is used to obtain a full spectrum; however, most sound cards only operate between
20 and 22050 Hz. The waveform that is sent to the computer is a time based signal of the
interactions of white noise with the sample. A FFT is performed on the waveform to
transform the time-based signal into the more useful frequency spectrum.
Nonlinear Responses with ARS
ARS creates highly nonlinear responses in quantitative measurements [13]. Recall the
recombination of energies that occurs after the sample in figure 5.1. Likely differences
between the two energies include a phase shift and amplitude change due to acoustic
absorption and interaction with the sample. The phase shift is caused in part by the
change in the velocity of sound through different media, and in part by variations in
sample dimensions. The speed of sound through air is 343 meters per second, while
through water the speed of sound is 1482 meters per second [59]. Because the frequency
that is passing through both the quartz rod and sample are the same, the change in
acoustic velocity will cause the two waveforms to be out of phase. The degree of the
phase shift is one variable used to uniquely identify the sample.

When making

quantitative measurements, it is possible for the two waveforms to pass in and out of
phase multiple times over a concentration range. Figure 5.2 is a depiction of two waves
out of phase (blue and green), interfering with one another. Notice the result of the phase
shift on the amplitude of the combined wave (red). The amplitude grows as the two
waves come into phase and then decreases as they start moving out of phase again (see
figure 5.3).
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A change in hydration of a tablet creates a corresponding change in the acoustic velocity
of a sample. As frequency increases, a given shift in acoustic velocity in the sample
contributes a larger phase shift between the sample and reference waveforms. As a
result, variation in acoustic velocities in tablets with variation in tablet hydration is apt to
take a high frequency peak through multiple cycles of constructive and destructive
interference, while taking a low frequency peak through less than one complete cycle of
constructive and destructive interference. If one frequency does not complete a full cycle
of phase shift (frequency A in figure 5.4) while another frequency does (frequency B in
figure 5.4), the resulting plot of change of amplitude at frequency A versus the amplitude
at frequency B will be non linear. A full spectrum of frequencies will be far more
complex, creating a highly nonlinear multidimensional response that renders
conventional linear multivariate calibration methods nearly useless.
Nonlinear Fitting
Many nonlinear fitting techniques have been developed with progressively increased
efficiency of computation over the years. A number of these were evaluated for use in
BENDS, and the most valuable ones are described below along with their positive and
negative aspects. In the end, cubic smoothing splines were selected to define the
coordinate system for BENDS due to the speed and versatility of the available spline
code.
Polynomial Fitting. Polynomial fits are calculated with a priori knowledge of the
behavior of the curve. The model follows the degree that the user specifies, creating a
fundamental drawback. . Highly nonlinear situations are often ones in which a model is
not well known, and therefore polynomial fitting either fails or requires a guess and
check method for many different degrees. For example, in figure 5.5, a plot of an
unknown polynomial is shown with different degrees of polynomial fitting. Notice that in
this case one could look at the curve and know how to plan the fitting; however, none of
the curves fit the data very well.
Principal Curves. Principal curves were originally used to reposition misplaced magnets
that kept a particle beam focused [60]. The algorithm has been adapted to identify
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outlines in satellite images [61], to use as clustering techniques [62], to use in ecological
studies [63] and sonification [64]. The basic idea is to use an iterative process that
projects the points onto a curve and uses a least squares method to determine goodness of
fit. The approach has many advantages when using small data sets and for image
analysis. The approach is very time intensive even on these smaller data sets, and
therefore would be impossible to implement on a large scale data set such as one created
by the ARS. A very good applet that describes the algorithm and how it works can be
found on the University of Montreal’s website [65].
Cubic Spline Interpolation. The origin of cubic spline interpolation came from the need
to draw smooth curves through a number of points in engineering. The idea was to place
weights on the design and use a strip of flexible wood to bend around the weights
creating a relatively smooth curve. Now, cubic splines are a mathematical tool that uses
the same principle. The points are numerical data points and the weights are coefficients
on a cubic curve used to interpolate the data [65]. The coefficients allow the curve to pass
through the points with a smooth and continuous path. The cubic spline provides a
piecewise approach to interpolation in which the spline is calculated in pieces and those
pieces are fit together to make a continuous function.
A piecewise function S(x) is fit to the form
if
if

(5.1)

if

where si is a third degree polynomial defined by
(5.2)

for i = 1, 2, …, n – 1. The first and second derivatives of these n – 1 equations are used
later to create continuity in the function, and they are,
2

3
6

(5.3)
2

(5.4)

for i = 1, 2, …, n – 1. Traditionally a cubic spline would then have four constraints
placed on the curve. (1) The piecewise function S(x) passes through all data points, (2)
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S(x) is continuous on the interval [x1, xn], (3) the first derivative is continuous on the
interval [x1, xn] and (4) the second derivative is continuous on the interval [x1, xn]. These
constraints are described below; however, in the cubic smoothing spline constraint (1) is
not used and is instead replaced with a minimizing parameter to deal with noise. The
minimizing function is discussed later.
The piecewise function S(x) will pass through all the data points,
(5.5)

,

for i = 1, 2, …, n – 1. Because

,

and equation 5.2 can b used

to produce
(5.6)

for each i = 1, 2, …, n – 1. After applying the other three constraints and simplifying, the
other weighting coefficients are found to be
(5.7)

6
2
2
6

where

and

. The systems of equations in 6.7 are converted

and displayed in matrix form for easy calculation of the coefficients. The resulting
matrix equation is
1
0
0
0
0
0

4 1
1 4
0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0

0
1
4
0
0
0

0 0
0 0
0 0
4 1
1 4
0 1

0
0
0
0
1
4

0
0
0

6

2
2
2
2
2
2

0
0
1
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(5.8)

The system of equations has n – 2 rows and n columns, which makes it underdetermined. In order to generate a unique cubic spline, two other conditions must be
imposed upon the system.
Natural splines, parabolic runout splines and cubic runout splines are three types of
splines that impose the other conditions. Natural splines are the most common because
they simplify the problem while creating a spline that simulates the original wood spline
fitting. While natural splines force the second derivative at the end points to be zero, the
other two types force the end point second derivative to play key roles in the shape of the
curve. The resulting matrix equation using natural splines is
1
0
0

4 1
1 4
0 1

0
1
4

0 0
0 0
0 0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0 0
0 0
0 0

0
0
0

4 1
1 4
0 1

0
1
4

0
0
1

0

2
2
2

6

(5.9)

2
2
2

0

Cubic splines can be calculated very easily and the calculation time is minimal compared
to other nonlinear fitting methods. The data shown in figure 5.5 were used to create a
comparison between polynomial fitting and using a cubic spline to interpolate the data.
Figure 5.6 illustrates how the cubic spline describes a continuous smooth function that
passes through all points.
Other advantages of cubic splines are the natural weighting of different data points and
the ability to create a smoothing parameter so that the curve can be corrected for error
such as regions that incur additional noise or highly variable regions.

The cubic

smoothing spline inserts a m-value that is used to create the cubic smoothing spline S,
minimizing
|

|

|

1

|

(5.10)

for i = 1, 2, …, n. Here, |z|2 stands for the sum of the squares of all the entries of z and
the integral is over the smallest interval containing all the entries of x. The weights are
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inserted as w and the smoothing parameter is m. λ is the piecewise constant weight
function. Figure 5.7 shows the effect on manipulating the m-value.
Bootstrap Method
In statistical analysis a data set x is used to calculate some statistic t(x) in order to make
an approximation of some quantity of interest. For demonstration purposes, the data in
table 5.1 are plasma glucose concentrations for twelve women, 21 years of age or older of
Pima Indian heritage; the scores are an ordered random sample from a larger data set of
768 women [22].
If the data in table 5.1 are x, then t(x) could be something simple like their mean, x. The
common next question is “how accurate is t(x)?” Because we are dealing with the mean,
we simply look at the standard deviation or standard error,
/

∑

(5.11)

1

The results on the glucose data set x would be reported as

130

26.6, which can

easily be applied to a normal Gaussian distribution and a confidence interval calculated.
Unfortunately, many statistical measures do not have simple equations relating
expectation and variability in the same manner as the mean and standard deviation.
Consider multivariate methods, where it can take pages to simply explain the statistical
calculations. Bootstrapping was created for this exact reason, to provide a general
technique for finding a bootstrap estimate of the error for any statistical measure
estimated from a population [23]. To bootstrapping a slightly more complex statistic,
consider the 25% trimmed mean,

0.25 . A similar explanation of the procedure can be

found from the creator of bootstrapping, Bradley Efron, in a paper published in Science
in 1991 [24]. The 25% trimmed mean is defined as the average of the middle 50% of the
data. The data are ordered, the lower and upper 25% of the data are excluded, and the
remaining data are averaged.
0.25

111

115

120

128
6
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138

(5.12)

The equation is simple for this particular case, although there is not a universal equation
for this method in part because if the number of values in x is not divisible by four,
interpolation is required to select 25% of the data. For the glucose demonstration data set,
the

0.25 = 124. The next step is to estimate the accuracy of t(x), but the standard

error equation is designed only for the ordinary mean. In place of simple equations,
bootstrapping uses computer power to obtain a numerical estimate of the standard error.
The bootstrap algorithm randomly samples from the data set x with replacement from the
original data, x. In the following discussion, bootstrap data and statistical measure are
denoted x* and t*(x), respectively. Each new bootstrap sample, x*, has the same number
of elements as x but consists of values randomly pulled from x, with replacement from x.
Values are repeated because the bootstrap sets created simulate the true population’s
distribution. Assume B bootstrap sets are created, and the statistical measure of each x* is
calculated; in this case, the t*(x) is

0.25 . The empirical standard deviation of the B

bootstrap trimmed means is the bootstrap estimate of the standard deviation for the
trimmed means. Because the bootstrap population is analogous to the true population, the
standard deviation of the bootstrap trimmed means is a representation of the error
estimate of the original statistic,

0.25 . Table 5.2 gives the bootstrap error for the

demonstration data at different values of B, which can be compared with a true standard
error of twelve randomly sampled values from the full dataset of 768 women (7.66).
Figure 5.8 is a visual representation of the bootstrap method adapted from afore
mentioned paper in Science [24].
Bootstrapping is used with BENDS by weighting the final manifold by the standard
deviation of the bootstrap manifolds. The inverse of the standard deviation of the
manifolds at each instance in the spectral data is normalized and used as a weight as
described in the BENDS algorithm section below.
BENDS Algorithm
Assume a matrix, X of M by N dimensions (e.g., ARS spectra) with predictors in a vector,
Y of length M (i.e. concentrations). The columns of X are sorted with respect to strictly
increasing Y (i.e. Y1 > Y2 > … > YM). Create two hundred bootstrap sample data sets X*
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in which a cubic smoothing spline is calculated as described above. A simple arc is
depicted in figure 5.9, which will be used throughout this section as the algorithm is
described. Figure 5.9 illustrates 25 bootstrap curves that are used to create the final
spline as described below.
Interpolation for the spline manifold is done by the average interval of Y,
∑

(5.13)

The interpolation values, YY* are calculated by creating a vector of values from the
minimum of Y minus I to the maximum of Y plus I in intervals of one tenth of I,
0.1

(5.14)

The interpolated values of the manifold, XX* for each X* are averaged and a standard
deviation,

is found. Each value in

where

X

that corresponds to a value of

when the identifier

.

is extracted,

SY is then used to weight the final

manifold,
(5.15)

max

Notice that the inverse of the standard deviations is taken in order to down-weight the
areas of the manifold that have higher bootstrap estimates of error. The new manifold is
calculated with a cubic smoothing spline using

as the bootstrap weight values. The

manifold is interpolated with the same interpolation values as in equation 5.14. The
resulting manifold

is the bootstrap enhanced manifold.

The bootstrap enhanced

manifold of our demonstration data is shown in figure 5.10.
Distance Along the Curve. Data reduction is a major component of all MVC procedures,
and BENDS is no exception. In order to represent the multivariate data in a reduced
form, the distance along the manifold curve to each spectral point is calculated
(equivalent to a principal component score, but in a curved coordinate system). In order
to calculate the distance along the curve, arc length must be found. If a real function f(x)
exists such that
and

=

and ’

are continuous on [ ,

is found the formula:
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, then the arc length s between

=

1

(5.16)

BENDS utilizes a cubic spline that comprises piecewise cubic functions and therefore
finding arc length is more difficult. The current implementation of BENDS determines
the distance along the curve using the distance formula. For a point ( 1,
point ( 1,

2,

…,

2,

…,

) and a

) the Euclidean distance ( ) between these two points is defined as:
/
,

|

(5.17)

|

The data points are projected orthogonally onto the manifold to locate their position on
the curve (see figure 5.11). The sum of the distances along the manifold to each new
spectral point provides a rough estimate of the arc length. For a set of spectral points ( 1,
2,

i,

…,

M)

in the manifold

where each point has the dimensions ( 1,

the distance along the curve,

i

2,

j,

…,

N)

to any spectral point, i is defined as:
/
,

,

(5.18)

In the same manner that the expression for arc length is derived, the distances begin to
approach the true arc length as the number of segments summed approaches infinity. The
manifold can be interpolated to create spectral points on the manifold in between
measured spectral points, increasing the number of segments to sum.

The default

interpolation has been set to a factor of ten points more than the number of original data
points for this reason, and also to estimate possible points not scanned during an actual
calibration. Note that the distance along the curve is only calculated to the values of
that correspond to values of .
Least Squares (LS) Regression. To complete the BENDS calibration process, a best fit
line is calculated through

and its corresponding distances, . Ordinary least squares

regression can be used with the linear model,
(5.19)

where

is the slope and

is the intercept of the line, as long as only one BEND

manifold is needed to calibrate the instrument for the data. The least squares method
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finds the line that minimizes the squares of the deviations of the data points from the line.
The slope, m is calculated by the determinant,

(5.20)

and the intercept, b is calculated by the determinant,

(5.21)

where Q is,

(5.22)

The best-fit LS line is then employed as the linear predictive model for new unknown
samples. Leave-one-out cross validation is used to assess the fit. Imagine the spectral
point that is being left out as a new unknown sample; the BENDS algorithm is used to
predict each sample that is left out using the other samples still left in the model. Figure
5.12 is a plot of the best fit line through the model sample distances along the curve. The
validation samples are superimposed on the line.
Leave-one-out cross validation.

A leave-one-out (LOO) cross validation is used to

estimate the predictability of a data set by a certain model without needing to obtain new
spectral points, but instead using the already acquired calibration data set. The algorithm
loops through the X and Y, successively, leaving one observation out at each iteration,
predicting that one observation using the remaining observations, and testing the model’s
ability to predict the identity of each data point left out. Each of the M observations in X
is left out and tested with the remainder of X. The first time through the loop, X1 is left
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out and the bootstrap manifold is created as described above, but with a subset of X, tX
where

. The BENDS algorithm is completed as described above yielding a best-

fit line. The left out point, X1 is projected into hyperspace with the manifold and the
Euclidean distance is calculated to each interpolated point on the curve (equation 5.17).
The closest point on the interpolated manifold is determined by the minimum of these
Euclidean distances. The distance along the manifold to the point determined to be the
closest to the point left out is calculated as described in equation (5.18). The distance D
is used along with m and b from the calibration to determine the predicted value, p1 on
the best-fit line. This LOO procedure is performed for each X and the standard error of
prediction (SEP) is measured,
/

∑

(5.23)

1
The SEP value is used to determine the predictive utility of the model.
Data Mining with BENDS

BENDS is an MVC method and therefore deals with large data sets where some data
mining methodologies would be beneficial. A few different types of data mining have
been tried with BENDS with varying results, all with benefits and drawbacks. Acoustic
data could have anywhere from 8-22 thousand variables (dimensions in hyperspace), and
therefore an efficient and non-supervised method of selecting the important frequencies is
desirable.
All possible combinations (APC). Originally, it was thought that taking every possible
combination of the variables, BENDing them, and finding the best correlating variables
might be effective for frequency selection. Note that the order of the selected variables
does not matter, i.e., whether variable 1 is assigned dimension 1 or 3 does not change the
outcome.

The total number of combinations possible, C of r variables in a set of

variables, n is the binomial coefficient,
!

C

!
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(5.24)

On simple datasets with only a few independent variables, the APC strategy could easily
be implemented (e.g., n ≤ 20 and r ≤ 3). The upper limit of combinations for a simple
data set would require the BENDS to be performed more than 1000 times. A realistic
data set with 8000 variables would require the number of iterations of BENDS to
approach 85 billion, which is simply not practical.
Sort According to Standard Deviation. The second method of data mining for BENDS
was to utilize the standard deviation (see equation 5.11). The standard deviations of all
observations, independent of their identities were taken and the variables were sorted
according to strictly decreasing standard deviations. For instance, given the data in table
5.3 the standard deviation is calculated for each variable independently across all samples
regardless of their identity. The standard deviations are represented in table 5.4. The
dataset is now reordered so that the first column of the data represents the column with
the highest standard deviation, and the last column represents the lowest standard
deviation (table 5.5).
Once the data are reordered, the variables with the variance are grouped to the left while
those with the least variance are grouped to the right. The assumption is that the data
change for chemical and physical reasons other than noise. Higher variability in the
spectral dataset at certain frequencies usually connotes independent variables that are
changing the most with changes in sample composition or identity. BENDS would then
be performed on the high variability portion of the dataset while the rest of the
frequencies were left out. There are some major drawbacks to the frequency selection by
variance technique. In a real application, such as acoustic resonance spectroscopy, most
of the response at each frequency is due to differences or similarities in the different
samples; however, the responses might not be due to the analytical property that is being
studied. It could be beneficial to select the portions of the data changing over the
different samples and leave out the portions that are similar because the similar portions
will not have a large standard deviation. Another drawback is the possibility that the
samples may have a very small change with respect to the analytical property being
studied, and therefore sample signals could be buried in the resorted data just as much as
they were in the original ordered data.
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The standard deviation approach was not incorporated into the final BENDS algorithm,
although it could be if a priori knowledge were available of the different responses that
are occurring in the data to be acquired. For example, if a selected portion of the
spectrum is being used that exhibits a known non linear functional relationship with
respect to the specific analytical property being studied (and not to any interference that
may be present in the samples) then this magnitude of variance technique could be
beneficial.
Interval BENDS. The most efficient and reliable data mining technique used with
BENDS has been the interval technique. The idea behind interval BENDS is to set up a
moving window of size B (also referred to as bin size) and move the window
progressively across the data in steps of t. Using the same data as above in table 5.3, a
bin size of two could be set with a step size of two. The first window of BENDS would
be performed on variables one to two and then the window would move over two
variables and then BEND variables three to four. If a bin size of two and a step size of
one were desired, the first window BEND would be performed on variables one to two as
before, but the window would only move over one variable, using variables two to three
in the next window. The window would progress to variables three to four in the next
jump.
The larger data sets that are acquired via ARS can be efficiently scanned with steadily
decreasing intervals. A large bin size (e.g., 500) with a large step size (e.g., 500) would
be set at first to select the best 500-variable region. The bin size and step size can then be
incrementally reduced to a level more commensurate with the peak width (e.g., B = 5; t =
1). The efficiency of this technique is much faster than the all possible combinations
approach; however, some precision is lost in finding the best possible region. The region
selected out of the 500 data points may not contain the five data point region that has the
greatest correlation because the five data point region is in another interval of the data
that may have more uncorrelated regions around it. Because it is impossible to test all
possible combinations of frequencies from a time standpoint, this potential drawback of
the interval technique does not outweigh the benefits and strengths of the approach.
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The purpose of this investigation is to test the hypothesis that the distances along an
interpolated nonlinear manifold calculated through observed variables in order of
monotonically increasing analytical property will correlate in a linear fashion to the
analytical property of interest, thus transforming and reducing a nonlinear data set into a
more manageable linear model. The nonlinear manifold will be optimized with the
bootstrap method to estimate the error of the manifold and adjust it accordingly. The
model should outperform traditional linear methods with respect to the linear correlation
(r-squared) and the predictive parameter (standard error of prediction).
Results and Discussion
Bootstrap Enhanced N-dimensional Deformation of Space
The BENDS algorithm was used to find the region of the spectra that correlated to tablet
hydration. The large bin section was a 500 data point region from 7.714 to 9.093 kHz.
Note that the spectra in this region were highly variable, though it was not the only
section that showed higher than average variability. Using standard deviations at each
frequency for data mining is not a particularly effective method of isolating regions with
information correlated to the analytical property of interest. The other regions could have
increased noise, extra overtones, signal contributions from manufacturing differences
between tablets, or they could simply be contaminated by some other factor not yet
perceived in the acoustic resonance spectra. The large bin size did perform comparably
with the other bin sizes (see table 5.6). The relative SEP values ranged from 10.41% to
6.760% for the 500-bin manifold and the 5-bin manifold, respectively. Table 5.6 provides
the statistics calculated with BENDS and a leave-one-out cross validation of the data. The
optimum m-value for most of the analysis is 1.00, meaning that the data were highly
nonlinear and the BEND needed to pass through every point directly.
The linear regression of percent hydration versus distance along the curve is shown for
the 5 data point bin size in figure 5.14A. The regression shows strong linearity created by
BENDS with an R-square of 0.9834. A scatter plot of the actual percent hydration versus
predicted percent hydration with a leave-one-out cross validation is next to the regression
in figure 5.14B. A diagonal line with a slope of 1 is included to depict a perfectly
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predictable model. The majority of the data points lie on the diagonal line giving support
a strongly predictable model with a relative SEP of 6.760%.
Principal Component Regression
A comparative analysis using PCR instead of BENDS was performed on the spectra, with
the results that might be expected for a highly nonlinear calibration. PC scores were
calculated using a singular value decomposition of the data matrix. An ordinary least
squares regression was calculated from the PC scores and the corresponding percent
hydration values. The results were poor, with an R-square of 0.7785 and a relative SEP of
23.69% (see table 5.6).

Figure 5.15 depicts the predictability of the data as a linear

model using PCR. Figure 5.15 is a plot of percent hydration versus hydration values
predicted with PCR. A diagonal line with a slope of 1 is drawn through the predictions to
illustrate where the true values are located. The m-values for the entire bin sizes are
above 0.9, indicating that the BEND through the data needed to pass very closely to
every point in order to create a valuable trend, and that the S/N was therefore good.
BENDS was able to create an effective linear model in which the percent hydration could
be predicted.
Experimental Section
Tablet Preparation
Aspirin tablets (TopCare, 325 mg) were obtained for scanning by the ARS. Twenty-five
tablets were divided into five different hydration groups, maintained 0, 4, 8, 16 and 24
hours in a hydrator. Hydration ranged from 1.81 to 4.85 percent by mass. The tablets
were placed in the hydrator at different times so that scanning of the tablets could occur
at the same time. The wet mass of each tablet was taken before scanning in triplicate with
the ARS to determine moisture content. The tablets were stored in 20-ml vials with airtight lids in order to keep the tablets from drying out in between scans. Percent hydration
was calculated as follows:
100%
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(23)

ARS Data Collection
All hydrated pills were scanned along with blanks (a scan of the empty base-plate at a
pressure equal to that used on the tablets), in triplicate and in random order. Each tablet
was placed on a scale (Model 3120, Health O Meter, Bridgeview, IL, USA) and adjusted
to a pressure of 150g so that contact between the sample and the quartz rod of the ARS
was held constant throughout scanning. After each scan, the scale was reset and the
tablets repositioned. White noise in the frequency range of 0 to 3.1 MHz was generated
using a function generator (Stanford Research Systems, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) and used
to excite the tablets through the quartz rod of the AR spectrometer. The sound card used
to capture the data (Model No. SB0490, Creative Labs) had a range of 20 Hz to 22 kHz.
All data processing was done in Matlab 7.0.1 (The Mathworks Company, Natick, MA,
USA). All sound was captured for five seconds with a sample rate of 44.100 kHz.
Data Processing
A FFT was performed on the sound files to convert the data from the time domain into
the frequency domain. The mean of the three replicate measures was taken and smoothed
to reduce noise (see figure 5.13). Interval BENDS (iBENDS) was performed with
varying bin sizes, starting at 500 and increasing in steps of 100, to find a region with
moderate correlation., iBENDS was then performed on the correlating data with bin sizes
of (5, 10, 20, . . . , 100) in steps of 1. PCA was also performed for comparison with the
iBENDS result.
Cross Validation. The predictability of the algorithm was tested with a leave-one-out
cross validation, where each spectral point was used as an unknown while the remainder
of the data were used as a calibration set. The SEP was calculated to characterize the
ability of the data set to predict unknowns within its range (see equation 5.23). Relative
SEP was calculated by dividing the SEP by the range of the water concentrations (%
hydrations).
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Conclusion
Acoustic resonance spectrometry did indeed produce a nonlinear relationship between
frequency intensities and percent hydration.

Bootstrap enhanced n-dimensional

deformation of space provided a metric to develop a linear model from the nonlinear
relationships with acoustic spectra of hydrated aspirin tablets. BENDS outperformed the
conventional PCR method in both accuracy and precision. The BENDS model only
required a five data point region with each hydration level, which is a positive for the
method when attempting to use ARS as a PAT. The study gave strong evidence that
BENDS can be applied to highly nonlinear correlations in both simulated and actual data
sets. The next step for BENDS research is to find more ARS applications with nonlinear
correlations, attempt to apply BENDS to other instrumentation that creates a nonlinear
MVC problem and also to develop an algorithm that applies ISP with BENDS.
ISP-ARS has the benefit of performing all the high end MVC mathematics directly at the
sensor by tailoring the excitation. The idea would be to create an excitation waveform
that traces the nonlinear model in such a way that the sum of the voltage at the detector is
directly proportional to the distance along the curve. ISP-ARS with BENDS would
create method that is more rapid, uses simpler and more robust instrumentation, and does
not require a broadband excitation.
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Chapter five Tables
Table 5.1 Plasma glucose concentrations.
100

105

110

111

115

120

128

129

138

157

162

Table 5.2 Bootstrap estimates of error for the trimmed mean.
Bootstrap
Replicates (B)

Bootstrap
Estimate of
Error(±)
7.47
8.56
8.61
8.75
8.85

50
100
200
500
1000

Table 5.3 Sample data for demonstrating standard deviation.
Identity
1
2
3
4

Variable 1
0.233
0.234
0.231
0.235

Identity
Stand. Dev.

Variable 1
0.002

Variable 2
0.111
0.125
0.923
0.422

Variable 3
0.433
0.523
0.599
0.483

Variable 4
1.233
1.221
1.527
1.588

Table 5.4 Standard deviations of sample data.
Variable 2
0.380

Variable 3
0.070

Variable 4
0.192

Table 5.5 Sample data reordered according to standard deviation.
Identity
1
2
3
4
Stand. Dev.

Variable 2
0.111
0.125
0.923
0.422
0.380

Variable 4
1.233
1.221
1.527
1.588
0.192
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Variable 3
0.433
0.523
0.599
0.483
0.070

Variable 1
0.233
0.234
0.231
0.235
0.002

188

Table 5.6 Results of iBENDS analysis and PCA performed on the hydration data. The
data were binned according to bin size below and the data window was moved in steps of
50 for bin size of 500 and in steps of 1 for bin sizes of 5 to 100. The frequency region
shown for bin size of 500 was used when calculating BENDS with the other bin sizes.
The last row represents the PCA results.
Bin Size

m-value

Freq Range

R2

Relative SEP

(kHz)
5

0.99

7.996 - 8.007

0.9834

0.0676

10

1.00

7.833 - 7.858

0.9750

0.0619

20

1.00

8.776 - 8.828

0.9547

0.0818

30

1.00

8.773 - 8.853

0.9630

0.0822

40

1.00

8.754 - 8.861

0.9622

0.0847

50

1.00

8.729 - 8.864

0.9711

0.0781

60

1.00

8.702 - 8.864

0.9619

0.0868

70

1.00

8.743 - 8.933

0.9733

0.0889

80

1.00

8.751 - 8.969

0.9784

0.0936

90

1.00

8.746 - 8.991

0.9777

0.0934

100

1.00

8.743 - 9.016

0.9772

0.0933

500

0.94

7.714 - 9.093

0.9623

0.1041

PCA

---

---

0.7785

0.2369
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Chapter five Figures
Figure 5.1 Schematic of the quartz rod AR spectrometer. A function generator is
depicted as the source (A). White noise is generated and the voltage is converted into a
sound wave by a piezoelectric disc (B) which is coupled to the quartz rod. The sound
resonates down the quartz rod which is shown as a blue sinusoidal wave (C) and two key
interactions occur. A portion of the energy (red) is introduced into the sample and
interacts in a specific manner dependent of the sample and another portion of the energy
(blue) continues unaltered through the quartz rod. The two waves recombine after the
sample (D) and constructive or destructive interference occurs depending on the phase
shift due to the sample. The altered combined energy (purple) is converted to an electrical
voltage by another piezoelectric disc at the end of the quartz rod (E). The voltage is then
recorded onto a computer by a sound card (F).
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Figure 5.2 Constructive interference of two waves of the same frequency and amplitude,
but one delayed behind the other (green and blue lines). The solid red line is the sum of
the green and blue lines, indicating the observed amplitude will be greater than that of
both smaller waves.
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Figure 5.3 Destructive interference of two waves of the same frequency and amplitude,
but one delayed behind the other (green and blue lines). The solid red line is the sum of
the green and blue lines, indicating the observed amplitude will be less than both smaller
waves.
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Figure 5.4 Origins of non-linear responses in acoustic resonance spectroscopy.
Frequency A is changing linearly with increased concentrations while intensity B is
reacting nonlinearly. Their combined contribution traces a 1-D curve that is shown in the
lower chart of intensity A versus intensity B.
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Figure 5.5 Depiction of polynomial fitting. The blue circles represent the data points of
an analytical property of interest plotted versus some measured observation. The lines
represent polynomial fitting to the third degree (purple), fifth degree (black), seventh
degree (green) and ninth degree (blue).
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Figure 5.6 Comparison of cubic spline versus polynomial fitting. The blue circles
represent the data points of an analytical property of interest plotted versus some
measured observation. The red line represents a cubic spline while the other lines
represent polynomial fitting to the third degree (purple), fifth degree (black), seventh
degree (green) and ninth degree (blue).
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Figure 5.7 m-value in splining. The spline algorithm includes a variable m-value that
ranges from 0 to 1, which forces the spline to pass through all points as it approaches 1.
The different m-values shown are (A) m equal to 0, which approximates a least-squares
linear fit, (B) m equal to 0.001, (C) m equal to 0.5, and (D) m equal to 1.0, which forces
the spline to pass through all points.
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Figure 5.8 Statistical bootstrapping demonstration. The original data (black) are
randomly sampled to B bootstrap sample sets (red) and the statistic t*(x) is calculated
(green) for each bootstrap sample set. The bootstrap estimate of the standard deviation of
t(x*) is performed by calculating the standard deviation off all the t(x*) (blue). Figure
adapted from the paper in Science by Bradley Efron [24].
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Figure 5.9 Bootstrap cubic smoothing splines. The plot depicts the 25 bootstrap
manifolds (blue lines) through the ordered data (red circles).
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Figure 5.10 Bootstrap enhanced manifold. The data (red circles) are used to calculate
bootstrap enhanced manifold (blue)
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Figure 5.11 Projection of data points onto curve. The plot is a zoomed version of figure
5.10. The data points (red dots) are projected onto the bootstrap enhanced manifold (blue
line) orthogonally in order to find their position on the curve. The projection is done by
finding the interpolated point on the manifold that is closest to the actual spectral data
point in hyperspace.
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Figure 5.12 Best fit line. The distances along the curve were regressed with respect to Y
resulting in an r2 =0.9996. The correlation is very linear, especially compared to the
original data which is seen in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.13 Acoustic spectra of hydrated aspirin tablets. The data are smoothed to reduce
noise, and the spectra displayed here are smoothed beyond what was used in the analysis
to provide a clearer picture graphically. A band of frequencies around 8 kHz differentiate
the levels of hydration in the tablets best.
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Figure 5.14 A linear model created with BENDS is superior to principal components. A
bin size of 5 data points was used to create the linear model. The statistics for the
regression and the cross validation are shown in table 5.6. Plot A depicts the distance
along the curve to each point with a least squares linear fit through the distances
corresponding to those points. Plot B are the actual hydrations versus the predicted values
using leave-one-out cross validation with a diagonal line drawn through those points.
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Figure 5.15 Prediction using PCA on acoustic data of hydrated tablets is less effective
than the BENDS. The plot depicts the actual percent hydration versus the predicted
values using a leave-one-out cross validation. The regression and cross validation
statistics are represented in table 5.15.
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Chapter six – ARS with BENDS to Quantify D-tagatose Concentrations in Resveratrol
Tablets
Introduction
Type 2 diabetes is a major problem in the United States and is responsible for nearly
225,000 deaths a year [30]. Type 2 diabetes is often referred to as adult-onset diabetes
because it usually occurs in adults when the body stops producing enough insulin or
cannot use it effectively. However, type 2 diabetes is also known to occur in children but
is more difficult to diagnose.

Complications arising from diabetes may consist of

coronary artery, eye, blood vessel, kidney and nervous disorders. There are considerable
economic consequences associated with diabetes. For example, the WHO estimates that
$558 billion of Chinese national income will be lost due to heart disease, stroke and
diabetes over the 10 year period of 2006 – 2015 [32]. The American Heart Association
suggests that weight loss, exercise, and healthy eating can help reduce the risk factors
associated with diabetes [67].

With obesity in the United Sates reaching epidemic

proportions, it not likely that diet and exercise will be enough to reduce type 2 diabetes
diagnoses [67]. Metabolic syndrome is another leading health problem in the United
States with an estimated 50 million Americans currently diagnosed [68]. Metabolic
syndrome is comprised of risk factors that lead to both heart disease and type 2 diabetes
[68]. Heart disease is the biggest contributor to deaths in the United States attributing to
the deaths of over 650,000 Americans in 2005 [69]. Clearly there is a need for the
development of drugs that help reduce the risks and symptoms of diseases such as
diabetes and metabolic syndrome.
Resveratrol (RSV; 3,5,4’-trihydroxystilbene) is an antioxidant commonly found in the
skins of red grapes that is thought to increase cardiovascular health and has recently been
shown to improve health and lifespan of mice [70]. RSV is also thought to possess
insulin-like effects and has been reported to have a variety of pharmacotherapy effects
[71-74]. RSV is of interest in treating type 2 diabetes because of its insulin-like effects.
Also RSV has not been shown to overwork pancreatic β-cells [75]. D-tag is being
developed as a treatment for obesity and type 2 diabetes. D-tag is an epimer of fructose
and a natural component of heated milk products. Studies have shown D-tag to produce
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antihyperglycemic properties as well as stimulate weight loss [34-35]. D-tag also reduces
serum LDL cholesterol as well as the extent of atherosclerosis and may increase serum
HDL cholesterol [77]. Pterostilbene shares many of the beneficial effects of resveratrol
and D-Tagatose. It has been found to be antihyperlipidaemic increasing cardiac health
and reducing “bad” cholesterol in rats [76].
D-tag, RSV and pterostilbene compounds are a recent a push for natural occurring
compounds to assist in metabolic syndrome related health issues. This paper discusses
the analytical procedures used to quantify D-tag levels in D-tag/RSV tablets because of
their possible combined abilities against metabolic syndrome and type 2 diabetes. Future
work will include formulations and tests involving a series of RSV-related stilbenes
starting with pterostilbene. Correct formulations must be found to exploit the greatest
potential of these naturally occurring compounds.
Production of experimental drugs such as D-tag and RSV in clinical trials must be closely
monitored to ensure accurate dosage and content uniformity. If a synergistic effect exists
between two or more active ingredients, then the ratio of APIs will need to be closely
monitored. Frequently, drugs in phase 1 and phase 2 clinical trials are produced in small
experimental batches in facilities far different from those that will eventually be used for
mass production. Analytical science-based monitoring techniques should be in place to
monitor as close to 100% as possible of such pharmaceutical products. This is especially
true where small lots of many different experimental drugs are being prepared along with
placebos. Identical experimental drugs can be mislabeled, and a simple nondestructive
test capable of differentiating active from placebo could be useful.
PAT represents a shift from classical GMP to process understanding and control. An
ideal PAT for in-line processes should be nondestructive and possess the ability to make
accurate and rapid measurements [78]. PAT processes can streamline change from
empirical standards such as cGMP to more scientific standards for manufacturing quality
control. NIRS is a well-established method for qualitative and quantitative analysis and
has been investigated as a PAT for online prediction of APIs [79[[80[[81[[82[[83[[84[.
FTARS and ISP-ARS are new PAT techniques that have been applied to several model
pharmaceutical systems [10-11]. FT-ARS has previously been investigated for qualitative
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analysis [9][12][43][49-50]. A new approach currently being investigated is ISP-ARS.
Using ISP-ARS, both the instrumentation and the computational analysis of ARS can be
simplified.

ISP-ARS is accomplished by tailoring the acoustic excitation spectrum to

encode high-level information about the samples directly in the detector during the
sample scanning process.

Potential advantages of this method over others include

smaller data volumes, rapid analysis, simpler and more robust instrumentation, and
higher sample throughput. One weakness of ARS that also disables ISP is the presence
of non linear correlations [13]. In this paper the BENDS algorithm is used to transform
the non-linear correlation of ARS to a more simple and linear model that could
potentially be coupled with ISP.
Theory
The AR spectrometer relies on structural properties of the tablets. Acoustic velocity is
the major variable affecting the recorded AR spectrum. Acoustic velocity depends on the
tablets’ density, bulk modulus and shear modulus [12]. The quartz rod ARS has two
acoustic paths that recombine to give the resulting acoustic wave that is recorded at the
detector. One path is altered by the tablet while the other is the unaltered resonance of
the quartz rod. The change in the acoustic wave is due to the tablet’s specific acoustic
velocity and absorption of the excitation.

Once the two waveforms recombine,

constructive and destructive interferences occur resulting in a highly unique spectrum to
be recorded at the detector. One problem that can occur is the ability of the two waves to
shift in and out of phase with one another and result in a nonlinear correlation in
quantitative studies [85]. BENDS is an algorithm designed to combat the nonlinear
correlation and transform the model into a more manageable linear model (see figure
6.1).
The BENDS algorithm projects the data points into n-dimensional hyperspace and
calculates a piecewise cubic spline through the points in increasing concentration. The
cubic spline is calculated using the following minimization function:
|

|

′′

1
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(6.1)

Here, |z|2 stands for the sum of the squares of all the entries of z and the integral is over
the smallest interval containing all the entries of x. The weights are inserted as w and the
smoothing parameter is m. λ is the piecewise constant weight function.
Similarly to principal component analysis, the data points are projected orthogonally onto
the manifold. The distance is calculated from point zero to each point along the curve,
and these distances are regressed against their corresponding concentrations. A leastsquares regression is used and the resulting model is linear.
The bootstrap technique is used during the splining calculation in order to find the best
possible curve for the data set. The bootstrap technique was devised in order to calculate
the error in high order statistical measurements [28-29]. Two hundred data sets of the
same size as the original data set are calculated by randomly selecting values from the
original data set. The bootstrap data sets that are created are meant to represent a pooled
set of values from the “population.” The method is treating the original data set as the
statistical population like traditional statistics have an acquired data set representing the
true population.

A well-executed experimental method and large data set are very

important when using a bootstrap method since the acquired data set is being considered
a true population.
A cubic spline is calculated through each of the two hundred data sets with the weight
function holding all data points fully represented (w equal to 1). The standard deviation
is calculated for each point and is normalized to 1. The standard deviation is called the
bootstrap estimate of the error and can be used to find the areas of the data that comprise
the most error. The inverse of the bootstrap estimates of the error are then used as the
weights for each of the points. A final cubic spline is calculated through the original data
set using the same minimization as in equation 1, but the weights from the bootstrap
sampling are inserted. By incorporating these weights, the spline is calculated with the
areas with the most error having the least effect on the trend.
Materials and Methods
Tablets Three identical batches of experimental 500mg tablets were pressed in-house.
Resveratrol tablets (Source Naturals, Inc., 40mg) were mixed with varying amounts of D89

tag (Spherix, Inc.) and D-glucose (Fisher Scientific) and ground in a mortar and pestle
into a fine powder. D-glucose was added to make consistent 2000mg samples. 500mg
aliquots of the powder samples were used to make three batches of 28 tablets comprising
10mg resveratrol and D-tag from 0 to 50% by weight.
ARS Data Collection Acoustic resonance spectra were collected from an in-house built
quartz rod spectrometer. The simple spectrometer comprises sending and receiving piezo
electric transducers connected to the top ends of the V-shaped quartz rod. Constant
contact between the quartz rod and the sample was maintained at 100g using a scale
(Model 3120, Health O Meter, Bridgeview, IL, USA). Random noise was generated at
the sensing piezo using a function generator (Stanford Research Systems, Sunnyvale, CA,
USA). Data was acquired by connecting the receiving piezo to an external sound card
(Model No. SB0490, Creative Labs) which had a frequency response of 20 to 22 kHz. An
anti-aliasing filter prevented excitation from frequencies outside the range of the function
generator. Scans were recorded for 10 seconds at a sample rate of 44.1 kHz. Each tablet
was scanned in triplicate and in random order. The raw data consisted of 252 acoustic
spectra.
NIR Data Collection
Near-infrared diffuse reflectance spectra of the tablets were collected from an InfraAlyzer
500 (Bran & Luebbe) spectrometer. The response range of the spectrometer was 11002500 nm. Tablets were randomly placed in a conical reflective cup, which was used to
maximize diffuse reflectance [86].

The tablets were scanned in random order and

randomly rotated in the cup between replicates to average variations in positioning. Each
scan took approximately 2 minutes to record with a resolution of 2 nm.
Data Processing

All data processing was done in Matlab 7.0.1 (The

Mathworks Company, Natick, MA, USA). ARS data was transformed from the time
domain to the frequency domain using the Fourier Transform. Each recorded ARS
spectrum was the average of 9 scans. The averaged spectra were smoothed with a cubic
spline operation. NIR data was averaged and multiplicative scatter correction was used
to eliminate baseline differences [87]. Principal components were calculated from both
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the AR and NIR spectra [61]. Multivariate analysis was used to determine the PCs that
correlated most highly with D-tag concentrations. The BENDS algorithm was performed
on the FTARS data using an interval method to find the 10 frequency band that correlated
the best. The interval method set a window size of 500 data points and moved across the
data in steps of 500. The best correlating section was kept and the window size was
reduced to 200, then 100, and so on until a region of 10 frequencies was found. Leaveone-out cross validation was used to determine the effectiveness of each method (NIRS,
PCR-ARS and BENDS-ARS) in determining D-tag concentrations.
Results and Discussion
NIR cross validation The NIR spectra were preprocessed by multiplicative scatter
correction of the background subtracted spectra. The average corrected NIR spectra of
the tablets are shown in figure 6.2. Because the tablets comprised many ingredients, it
would not be expected to find a single wavelength calibration useful. Therefore, a
multivariate regression and LOO cross validation was performed on PCs and D-tag
concentrations. Two PCs comprising 92% of the sample variation were used in the
calibration. The correlation (r2 = 0.996) can be found in figure 6.3. The standard error of
estimate (SEE) was 0.92% by weight and the SEP was 0.99% by weight.
FTARS PCA vs. BENDS

The FTAR spectra were smoothed with a cubic spline

operation. The mean smoothed spectra are shown in figure 6.4.

Acoustic resonance

data contains a high level of information; therefore principal components were calculated
to reduce the spectral data to a more usable amount. 15 PCs comprising 60% of the
sample variation were needed to validate the acoustic data, suggesting a nonlinear trend
for acoustic velocities of the tablets.

PCR and LOO cross validation to D-tag

concentrations produced r2 = 0.974 with SEE = 3.47% by weight and SEP = 4.78% by
weight. The regression and cross validation statistics are represented in figure 6.5. The
BENDS algorithm and LOO cross validation calculated on the region between 9.021 to
9.043 kHz (10 data point region) produced r2 = 0.994 with SEE = 1.26% by weight and
SEP = 1.34% by weight. Figure 6.6 represents the BENDS regression (left) and the
BENDS LOO cross validation predictions (right).
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Quantification of D-tag.

Two spectroscopic methods, NIR and FTARS, have been

studied for the quantification of D-tag in RSV tablets.

A non linear and linear

multivariate calibration method was used with FTARS. While all three methods (NIRS,
PCA-FTARS, BENDS-FTARS) were able to successfully quantify D-tag, it is clear from
the results that NIR spectroscopy is the superior method.

However, the methods

discussed here rely on different interactions. NIR spectroscopy is based on molecular
vibrations, and although diffuse reflection does not follow Beer’s law explicitly, the
relationship between absorbed light and sample can be empirically linear.

ARS is

dependent on physical properties such as acoustic velocity, density, and sample mass.
AR spectra are the result of acoustic interactions with the intrinsic sample properties, and
thus may be extremely non linear in nature.

ARS may be an alternative spectroscopic

choice because of its ability to deeply penetrate many types of material; the idea being
that pressure waves can propagate through many types of material when there is contact
between them. ARS is limited by large changes in the acoustic spectrum caused by small
environmental changes. Pressure to the sample must be held constant and monitored
constantly. Tablets must be kept in air tight containers to avoid changes in humidity
which can contribute to hydration.
The two data analysis techniques used with ARS (PCA and BENDS) were able to
quantify D-tag to a reasonable quantity. The advantage clearly sides with BENDS due to
better results and only needing a 10 variable dataset from the original spectra. There is
clear evidence that the ARS data have a strong non-linear correlation due to the BENDS
method performing superiorly to PCA method and very closely with NIRS.
Speed of method.

NIR spectrometry has a much longer integration time than ARS

(120-seconds compared to 250-milliseconds). While the NIR results are slightly better
than that of ARS, the low cost and rapid scanning abilities of the ARS may make it a
better choice where an NIR level of accuracy is not necessary. The incorporation of
BENDS with ARS brings the results very close to NIRS but BENDS requires a longer
analysis time to mine the data. Once the region was found however, the chemometric
methods were similar in their processing time.
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Conclusion
This work demonstrated that BENDS has comparable or superior results to that of
standard PCR. The BENDS algorithm applied to ARS compares closely with NIR
spectroscopy, and the speed and cost of ARS make it an alternative spectroscopic choice.
BENDS only used a 10-frequency range, which attributes to the method’s advantage over
both the PCR and NIRS methods. The logical next step to these experiments is finding
further applications of the ARS that pose non-linear problems and then formulating an
ISP-BENDS algorithm.

The increased throughput (Jacquinot advantage), shorter

acquisition time (Fellgett advantage), and decrease in computational demand (ISP
advantage) of ISP-ARS make it an even better choice. The prototype AR sensor used in
this study was constructed from readily available parts and is inexpensive, suggesting
utility as a PAT. The piezoelectric transducers used in the ARS are currently used to
monitor various online processes and could be easily networked on the assembly line to
monitor 100% of the tablets passing down the line.
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Chapter six Figures

Figure 6.1. Visual representation of the BENDS algorithm.
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Figure 6.2. Mean corrected NIR spectra over the range of 1100 to 2500 nm
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Figure 6.3. Plot of predicted D-tag concentrations versus the actual D-tag concentrations
of all 28 samples with NIRS, r2= 99.6, SEE = 0.92% by weight, and SEP = 0.99% by
weight.
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Figure 6.4. Mean smoothed FTARS spectra over the concentration range of 20 to 22000
Hz.
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Figure 6.5. Plot of predicted D-tag concentrations versus the actual D-tag concentrations
of all 28 samples with PCR-ARS, r2 = 0.974, SEE = 3.47% by weight, and SEP = 4.78%
by weight.
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Figure 6.6. Regression of the distances along the curve versus D-tag concentrations (left)
and a plot of predicted D-tag concentrations versus the actual D-tag concentrations of all
28 samples with BENDS-ARS, r2 = 0.994, SEE = 1.26% by weight, and SEP = 1.34% by
weight.
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Chapter seven – ARS with BENDS to Quantify a Contaminant of D-Tagatose
Introduction
D-tag is a drug being tested in phase 3 clinical trials and is being tested as a novel
treatment for type 2 diabetes. Type 2 diabetes is responsible for over 220,000 deaths in
the U.S. each year [34]. Type 2 diabetes accounts for over 90% of all diabetes diagnosed
in adults which amounts to over 19 million Americans [35]. The cost of type 2 diabetes
has nearly doubled in the U.S. from 2001 ($6.7 billion) to 2007 ($12.5 billion) [17].
Type 2 diabetes starts as an insulin resistance, and gradually the cells no longer use
insulin correctly. As the need for insulin increases, the pancreas progressively loses its
ability to produce it. Although D-tag does not improve insulin production, it has been
shown to lower glycemic response as well as induce weight loss in clinical trials through
a mechanism of action based on several enzymes in the liver [87].
The pharmaceutical industry is built on standards that are enforced by the FDA and other
governmental regulatory offices. The current system in detecting possible impurities is
batch sample testing in which samples are taken from the total production and tested
using time intensive, destructive and costly methods.

The portion that is tested

statistically represents the total production and therefore can be accepted as the purity for
the entire batch. There are multiple recalls each year where a contaminant or other issue
has caused a batch of impure product. This provides evidence that the current methods
do not find the problems in time. In 2008, Palo Alto Labs issued a recall of Aspire 36
and Aspire Lite due to a contamination of Aildenafil in trace amounts and Dimethyl
sildenafil thione (sulfoaildenafil) a purported analog of Sildenafil, an FDA-approved drug
used as treatment for male Erectile Dysfunction (ED) [88].
The FDA openly reports that the cGMP are at their limits and better methods need to be
explored in order to ensure product safety [37]. PATs are methods designed to monitor
the purity of drugs at each step throughout the process [78]. PATs are designed to detect
problems before they occur in order to prevent large recalls. NIRS and ARS are two
methods under investigation to be used as PATs. NIRS and ARS are rapid, inexpensive
and nondestructive quantitative methods.
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ARS is a relatively new instrument but has been studied on several different mediums.
ARS studies have included analysis of pharmaceutical tablets [9-11], solid fuel mixtures
[12], semi-solids and colloidal dispersions [13-14], liquids [49-50][89], and powders[4648]. ARS has been studied with BENDS to determine hydration levels of aspirin tablets
[85] and quantification of D-tag levels in D-tag/Resveratrol tablets [90].
During the production of D-tag there is a possibility that the byproduct sugar, D-galactose
(D-gal) will cause impurity issues. Levels of D-gal below 0.5% are acceptable, and
therefore a rapid and nondestructive method could be very beneficial. NIRS and ARS are
both possible outlets to study. NIRS has been pushed to the forefront of new PATs, and a
comparison with ARS could give light to the advantages or disadvantages of each. A
major issue is the nonlinear trends that occur in quantitative measurements with ARS.
BENDS is a nonlinear MVC that will transform the nonlinear correlations of ARS into a
reduced univariate linear calibration. PCR [81] can be used with NIRS but is not as
effective with the highly nonlinear behavior with ARS.
The purpose of this study is to demonstrate the advantages and disadvantages of both
NIRS with PCR and ARS with BENDS in the determination of D-gal contamination
levels of D-tag powder mixtures. The two methods will be compared with the SEP and
R-square statistics.
Theory
ARS is based on the principles of acoustic wave propagation, interferences and
resonance. Sound waves are passed through a V shaped quartz rod that is in direct
contact with the sample. The sound splits into two paths: one through the quartz rod and
to the detector and one through the quartz rod, into the sample, back into the quartz rod
and then to the detector. The two paths recombine after the point where the rod makes
contact with the sample. The sample alters the sound due to changes in the acoustic
velocity and amplitude.

The recombination creates constructive and destructive

interferences that yield a highly unique signal at the detector. The major drawback to
ARS is the highly nonlinear correlations that occur in the spectra. The two paths can pass
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in and out of phase multiple times throughout a calibration range. The phase changes
cause the resulting amplitude to increase and decrease in a nonlinear manner.
BENDS is an algorithm designed to work with AR spectra to transform the highly
nonlinear correlations into a reduced linear calibration. Figure 7.1 is an illustration of
how the BENDS algorithm is applied to data. First, N bootstrap data sets are randomly
selected from the original data where each bootstrap data set is the same size as the
original data set. Utilizing the bootstrap method, an error is calculated in order to weight
the spline to find the best possible manifold for the data. Bootstrapping is a statistical
method for finding estimates of error for statistical measures that are easily defined [28].
The error estimates are found by calculating the standard deviation of the bootstrap
curves which are calculated using an n-dimensional piecewise cubic spline for each
bootstrap data set.
The standard deviations are normalized so that the greatest standard deviation is equal to
one. The inverses of the normalized values are used as the weight values for the optimal
nonlinear manifold in order to place the most value on those points with the smallest
bootstrap error. Once the optimal nonlinear manifold is found, the data points or
orthogonally projected onto the manifold. The distance from point zero (the minimum
contaminant concentration) to each data point is calculated, and these distances along the
curve are regressed against the known contaminant concentrations.
The resulting calibration is a reduced form of the original data similar to PCR and other
MVC methods [15]. The orthogonal relationship between the original data and the
reduced form is also similar to the PCR method; however, BENDS does not require a
linear correlation [15].
Materials and Methods
Sample Preparation. D-tag and D-gal powders were donated by Spherix Inc. for all
studies reported in this paper.

D-tag/D-gal mixtures were prepared with D-gal

concentrations ranging from 0 to 2% mass by mass. The powder mixtures were ground
with mortar and pestle to create a homogenous mixture and batches were split into six
samples of 300 mg each. The samples were scanned with both the NIRS and ARS.
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Near Infrared Spectroscopy. Powders of both “clean” D-tag and D-gal were obtained via
Spherix Incorporated and scanned with a dispersive NIR spectrometer (n = 15). The data
was imported into Matlab and scatter corrected with a background. Figure 7.2 is a plot of
the absorbance spectra for both D-tag and D-gal which gives evidence of clear
differences in their absorbance. The mixtures were scanned with a dispersive NIR
spectrometer in triplicate, resetting the sample and tray each time. The samples were
scanned according to a randomized list which included six blank measurements which are
the empty reflective base of the sample holder. Figure 7.3 is a plot of wavelength versus
the mean NIR spectra of the different concentration groups after scatter correction.
The BENDS algorithm was applied to the smoothed AR spectra in an interval manner.
The interval method is a common method in data mining for high order multivariate
statistical measures [92]. A window size of five frequencies, moved in steps of five
frequencies was selected. BENDS was performed on the first 10 frequencies recording
the R-square statistic of the distance along the curve versus contamination and the SEP
from a LOO cross validation. The window was moved to the right by five frequencies
and BENDS was applied to the next five frequencies in line.

The region of 10

frequencies that gave the highest R-square with the lowest SEP is represented as the
predictability of the method.
Acoustic Resonance Spectroscopy. The quartz rod ARS was used to scan the powders in
random order. Each sample was scanned in triplicate resetting the pressure scale before
each scan. White noise was used for the excitation waveform and the signal at the
receiving piezoelectric discs was recorded through a stereo jack. A sound card with the
ability to handle 20 to 22050 Hz was used to record the signal onto a computer for both
storage and processing.
Data Processing. The sound files stored from scanning were imported into Matlab 2008a
(Mathworks Inc.) and were converted from a time based signal to a frequency based
signal using a fast Fourier transform. BENDS was performed on the ARS data and PCR
was performed on the NIRS data.

The NIRS was first scatter corrected using a

multiplicative method. PCA was performed on the non averaged scatter corrected data to
make sure that the background measurements were separating and grouping in a different
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region in hyperspace. Figure 7.4 is a plot of PC score 1 versus PC score 2 which
contribute to the highest amount variance in the data. The blanks are in red while the Dtag/D-gal mixtures are in blue which clearly separate and background subtraction can be
used to compensate for any drift.
Results and Discussion
NIRS with PCR. PCR was performed by first calculating new PC scores from the
averaged group data. All PC scores contributing to 99 percent of the variance were
regressed versus concentration of D-gal in milligrams.

Correlating PC scores were

selected from the t-stats of the regression. The predictability of the model was found by a
LOO cross validation from the PCs yielding an SEP of 0.055% D-gal contamination
(0.165 mg of D-gal in a 300 mg sample). Figure 7.5 is a plot of the actual percent D-gal
versus the predicted percent D-gal in each sample. The diagonal is a line with slope one
representing a perfectly predictive model.
The PCR model provided evidence supporting the hypothesis that NIRS could be used to
determine the level of D-gal contamination of D-tag powder samples.

The model

however needed eleven principal components in order to validate. The drawback is how
close the method is approaching an over fitting scenario. Interferences such as water and
overtones may be a major factor.
ARS-BENDS. The spectra were slightly smoothed to increase signal to noise and are
represented in figure 7.6. Interval BENDS was performed on the data yielding a region
consisting of 10 frequencies between 10.13 to 10.24 kHz as the best fit area. The Rsquare from the least squares regression of the distances along the curve versus
contamination level was 0.998 and SEP from the LOO cross validation was 0.047% w/w
D-gal contamination (0.141 mg of D-gal in a 300 milligram sample).

The linear

transformation of BENDS is represented in figure 7.7 along with the LOO cross
validation plot.
ARS vs NIRS. Both the NIRS and the ARS results detected the contamination levels of
D-gal powders to an acceptable limit. ARS with BENDS predicted slightly better in the
LOO cross validation with an SEP of 0.141 mg versus the NIRS SEP of 0.165 mg. Due
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to how close the results were however, other criteria should be used to compare the two
methods. The speed of data acquisition is terms of milliseconds for the ARS but is in
seconds for the NIRS. The time required to mine the data with BENDS is substantially
longer than the whole-spectrum approach with PCR for NIRS.

Once the area of

correlation is found in the AR spectra the processing time is comparable if not faster than
the PCR with NIRS. Once a calibration model is set, the two methods take similar
processing time to test new samples.
The major risk of using either ARS or NIRS is that the two methods are not stand alone
technologies. The accuracy of their results is dependent upon the accuracy and precision
of the reference method. NIRS and ARS may be more reproducible than its reference
method but it still requires a separate calibration for each new constituent. The reference
for the experiments reported in this paper was gravimetric analysis during the formulation
of the powders. If there is an issue with the reference method, then the results of the
NIRS and ARS methods are useless. In order to ensure the reliability of the calibrations,
periodic verifications are needed. This is a major drawback for both methods explored in
this report.
Versatility of ARS and NIRS. NIRS has been studied extensively for many different
samples though ARS is starting to build a repertoire as well including the study of
pharmaceutical tablets [9-11], solid fuel mixtures [12], semi-solids and colloidal
dispersions [13-14], liquids [49-50][89], and powders [46-48]. In many ways, calibration
transfer issues are simpler to solve in ARS than in other methods like NIRS. ARS does
not exhibit baseline variations like NIR spectra, and normalization techniques like
multiplicative scatter correction have no effect of the appearance of ARS spectra. The
mechanical signature of the apparatus changes with instrument design, of course, but in
the acoustic region covered by an MP3 player, minor variations in mechanical
construction of nominally identical instruments are very much smaller than the
wavelength of the sound. Nevertheless, the true extent of calibration transferability
remains to be determined in actual industrial practice.
The ideal analytical method and instrument would not disturb the sample under analysis.
Little or no sample preparation would be required to use the technique and very small
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sample sizes could be employed. The sample could be used for its originally intended
purpose following the analysis, or it can be examined using another analytical technique.
ARS and NIRS both fit these criteria and the latter argument regarding reusing samples
with other instrumentation was used in these experiments. The same samples were
scanned with both NIRS and ARS multiple times with no noticeable change the sample.
One of the most important features of the ARS that could make a preferred choice over
NIRS is money. The components involved in the ARS are extremely cheap with the both
the source and detectors costing only pennies. The same cannot be said about NIRS
instrumentation though it is not as expensive as other alternatives. ARS sensors could be
mass produced for a fraction of a penny a piece to make a system of sensors. Money is
always a serious deciding factor no matter what field the instruments and sensors may be
used for.
Speed of Method. The data collection process itself is very rapid for both ARS and NIRS.
Both methods rely on intensive “back-end” processing dealing with chemometrics and
data processing. No sample preparation is required but the time for the NIRS to scan
each sample was over a minute while ARS scans were acquired for three seconds. It
should be noted that FT-NIRS instruments are also able to perform very rapid scans so
both NIRS and ARS are similar in data acquisition.

NIRS requires an extra data

processing step besides the MVC which is multiplicative scatter correction. Though this
calculation is minor it should be noted that it does add to the complexity of the calibration
model.
BENDS and PCR do vary quite significantly in the time required to calculate the
calibration model. BENDS has many more steps for both data mining and can take hours
to create a valid predictive model. PCR can be completed in minutes. Once the model is
created and an unknown is to be quantified, BENDS is more rapid. For PCR the entire
new spectral information must be transformed with PCA with the calibration data and
then fit to a least squares regression. BENDS only requires the few frequencies selected
during data mining and calculates its distance along the curve resulting in the
quantification. BENDS may require more time in the development of the calibration but
for each scan after it requires less computation and time for quantification.
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Conclusion
NIRS and ARS have the abilities to be viable PATs due to their speed in data acquisition
and ease of tailoring excitations.

Further studies with NIRS using a filter system

(molecular factor computing) and with ARS using tailored excitation (integrated sensing
and processing) should be explored to create more robust, rapid and application specific
devices. As the need to better the cGMP methods in the pharmaceutical industry grows,
more specialized devices will be needed. Scanning nearly 100% of the sample at nearly
100% of the process is the only way to guarantee no recalls, and both NIRS and ARS
have shown potential for this application.
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Chapter seven Figures

Figure 7.1 Flow-chart describing the BENDS algorithm.
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Figure 7.2 NIRS Spectra. NIRS spectra of D-tag and D-gal after scatter correction.
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Figure 7.3 NIR Spectra. Mean NIR spectra of the different sample groups of varying D-tag contamination
levels.
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Figure 7.4 NIRS PCA. PC score plot illustrating the separation of the background sample holder from the
samples.
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Figure 7.5 NIRS Cross Validation. Actual percent D-gal levels versus the predicted percent D-gal levels
by a LOO cross validation of the PC scores.
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Figure 7.6 AR Spectra. Mean spectra from the ARS experiments of varying D-gal contamination in D-tag
powders.
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Figure 7.7 BENDS Results. ARS with BENDS results with a LOO cross validation. Least squares
regression of the distances along the curve versus D-gal contamination in percent mass by mass (left) and
LOO cross validation predicted values of D-gal contamination in percent mass by mass and the actual Dgal contamination in percent mass by mass (right).
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SECTION FOUR - CONCLUSION OF DISSERTATION
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The utility of an analytical method can be determined by examining many different
factors. ARS with BENDS was the main instrumentation and chemometric method used
in the studies presented in this dissertation, and ARS/BENDS should be evaluated
according to all the different factors whether they are positive or negative. A wide
dynamic range with the ability to determine concentrations from 10-18 to 102 M (though
not likely) would be a valuable asset on the resume of any method. Low detection limits
and high sensitivity are important, but ideally a method should be able to count single
atoms or molecules of a substance as well as determine concentrations of the substance
ranging up to 100%. Analyses would be greatly simplified if every analytical signal were
linear over this entire range. ARS does have a wide dynamic range as presented with
previous work discussed in the introduction and also the experiments reported in this
document. The linearity of the method has been a major limitation of the instrument;
however, the work done with BENDS shows an ability to eliminate the nonlinear
functional relationship between spectroscopic signal and sample property. ARS with
BENDS may not be able to detect a single molecule or atom, but for the applications
presented, the method was able to perform to current relevant standards.
Versatility and flexibility are two the most important factors because new applications
and chemicals are being created every day. Virtually every conceivable analyte and
property could be determined using the ideal analytical instrument. Furthermore, these
analytes and properties could be determined simultaneously and in any combination from
the same sample of a substance. Any sort of sample, solid, liquid, or gas, could be
directly analyzed with the instrument. The ideal analytical instrument would be the only
instrument in every laboratory. ARS has been shown to work in many different media
and phases, and the incorporation of BENDS has given the method the ability to perform
qualitatively as well as quantitatively. The ideal instrument is simple, rugged, and easy
to maintain, which all apply to the ARS instrument consisting of basic electronics and a
quartz rod. Anyone could potentially operate or repair the ARS with little or no training.
The results of the ARS are reproducible and have been validated over time, with different
operators, different equipment instruments, and different chemical lots. The device could
act as a virtual "black box" that always produces the correct result regardless of the skill
of the operator.
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The highest selectivity or free freedom from interferences means that no characteristic of
the sample or the environment will interfere with the measurement of any analyte or
sample property. Furthermore, as an instrument approaches the "ideal analytical black
box" it will need more and more "false-sample" detection capability; that is, the
instrument will need to be able to recognize that it is examining a sample unlike any it
has ever examined before, and will need to be able to respond appropriately. Every
instrument including the ARS has the problem of interferences, though some instruments
have more than others. The ARS has a similar interference profile to NIRS, including
water. False-sample analysis could remove this problem by providing an automatic
response to unknown samples. This response could take the form of a request for
operator assistance, more samples of the same type, and a "second opinion" analysis by
another technique, or a library search for the best step to take.
The ARS with BENDs method has been shown to be noninvasive and nondestructive.
The method and instrument do not disturb the sample under analysis and little or no
sample preparation is required to use the technique. Small sample sizes can be used and
those samples are not harmed during analysis. The sample can be used for its originally
intended purpose following the analysis or it can be examined using another analytical
technique. The nondestructive nature of ARS/BENDS was demonstrated in analysis of
D-tagatose and resveratrol tablets and D-galactose contamination of D-tagatose. Because
the method is rapid and nondestructive, environmental effects on the sample such as
hydration can be avoided keeping the sample the same as when it entered the instrument.
Probably the clearest advantage that ARS with BENDS has over other techniques is the
extremely low cost of the method. The sensor and detector are very cheap, costing only
pennies. Acoustic electronics are a very large industry because of the popularity of
music. With large companies devising ways to make acoustic technology like MP3
players as cheap as possible, the ideal ARS would be built from an MP3 player with all
the chemometrics (like BENDS) incorporated in the processing of the unit. BENDS has
been shown to create a highly simplified and reduced linear calibration model that most
modern cell phones and MP3 players could easily interpret. Ear-bud headphones are
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made with piezo electric devices like the current ARS, and therefore the portability of the
ARS is easily realized.
The research presented in this dissertation has solved a major issue for the ARS; the issue
of highly nonlinear signals. Now that the calibration models are highly simplified and
easy to work with, the ARS has the potential of being implemented in extremely small
multi-sensor systems or highly portable devices that could be attached to most modern
cell phones or MP3 players. All known calibration models spectra could be stored in
online database ready for download to anyone’s cell phone, or the scanned information
could be sent to the server for analysis. In the pharmaceutical industry, the entire
production line could be networked with AR sensors connecting wirelessly to a control
center. Any detection of something incorrect could easily be detected and fixed, or the
process controlled before the problem spread to the rest of the batch or even the intended
recipient of the drug.
Future work in the area of AR instrumentation should investigate even simpler analysis
methods such as integrated sensing and processing (ISP). BENDS might be coupled with
ISP so that voltage at the detector is directly proportional to the analyte concentration.
An ISP waveform could be created from the nonlinear manifold found during calibration
where the waveform acoustically traces the nonlinear curve. In this scenario, no data
analysis is required accept for comparison of the voltage to a table of values. Data
acquisition and analysis would then be possible in the time frame of milliseconds,
allowing for a rapid, nondestructive whole-system scanning method for the
pharmaceutical industry.
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APPENDIX A – LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
Abbreviation

Meaning

APC
API
ARS
BENDS
BEST
cGMP
CPS
CV
DDDAS
D-gal
D-tag
ED
FFT
FTARS
iBENDS
ISP
ISP-ARS
LOO
LS
MFC
MSD
MVC
NIRS
OED
PAT
PC
PCA
PCR
PLS
RSV
SEE
SEP
SVD

All Possible Combinations
Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients
Acoustic Resonance Spectroscopy
Bootstrap Enhanced N-dimensional Deformation of Space
Bootstrap Error-adjusted Single-sample Technique
Current Good Manufacturing Processes
Cyber Physical System
Canonical Variables
Dynamic Data-Driven Application System
D-galactose
D-tagatose
Erectile Dysfunction
Fast Fourier Transform
Fourier Transform Acoustic Resonance Spectroscopy
Interval Bootstrap Enhanced N-dimensional Deformation of Space
Integrated Sensing and Processing
Integrated Sensing and Processing Acoustic Resonance Spectroscopy
Leave One Out
Least Squares
Molecular Factor Computing
Multidimensional Standard Deviation
Multivariate Calibration
Near Infrared Spectroscopy
Oxford English Dictionary
Process Analytical Technology
Principal Component
Principal Component Analysis
Principal Component Regression
Partial Least Squares
3,5,4'-trihydroxystilbene (Resveratrol)
Standard Error of Estimate
Standard Error of Prediction
Single Value Decomposition
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